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Abstract 

 

The linguistic study of register and variation has primarily been concerned with spoken 

language and printed content. Very little research has examined register variation online 

(cf. Chapter 1) . The object of analysis of this thesis is linguistic variation across three 

different types of Web sites: news and research, e-commerce, and community, and across 

three different languages: English, German, and Russian. In this way it can be considered 

to be a contrastive linguistic study of the feature of register in the context of online 

discourse. 

The data for the study were gathered from sites as they appeared on one day, 

October, 10, 2001, so that the corpus would remain stable. The study examines online 

content in the analysis fields of content structure, syntax, lexicon and semantics, and 

graphemics. In analyzing the four fields, the study uncovers several correlations. Thus, in 

this corpus, the type of site (news and research, e-commerce, or community) determines 

the organization of the site to a large degree, as well as syntactic and lexical features, 

such as use of loanwords. Additionally, the content type of a given piece of discourse 

(dynamic, static, navigational, or instructional) determines syntactic parameters such as 

type of clause (NP vs. VP, for example), and graphemic features such as use of 

abbreviations and special characters (the ampersand, for example).  

These correlations show that the language phenomena observable in a Web page 

are the result not only of the requirements and constraints of the specific language 

(German, Russian, or English) but also derive from interactions of register, content type, 
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and the requirements for online navigation, the last of which provides a different 

organizational model than the physical pages of a book or newspaper. For example, in a 

printed newspaper, all or a large part of an article appears on a single page; in an online 

newspaper, there is usually only a link or short teaser text linking to the full article. 

Indeed, the contrastive grids show that, across all three languages, the classification of 

discourse in terms of the categories of navigational, dynamic,or static content is the key 

to understanding linguistic variation online. 
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I dedicate this dissertation to my mother, 

Monica Marianne Margarethe Freiin von Medem, 

1941 – 1991. 

 

 

Reich ist man nicht nur durch das, was man besitzt, sondern mehr noch durch 

das, was man mit Würde zu entbehren weiß, und es könnte sein, dass die 

Menschheit reicher wird, indem sie ärmer wird, und gewinnt, indem sie verliert. 

 

"One is wealthy not only on account of what one possesses, but even more on 

account of what one has learned to give up with dignity, and it might be that 

humanity becomes richer to the extent it becomes poorer, and gains to the extent 

that it suffers a loss." 

 

Immanuel Kant 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Overview 

This dissertation presents a contrastive analysis of discourse features and online register 

variation across English-language, German-language, and Russian-language Web sites.  

The dissertation attempts to account for this variation in a systematic way. 

The study looks at three content genres: journalistic writing, marketing and sales 

content, and ‘community’ content, shaped by groups of people with a defined interest in a 

certain lifestyle activity. We will see how these genres interdigitate with register, the type 

of language negotiated by speakers and their audiences to indicate membership in a 

certain group. Finally, we will examine the differences in the realization of these registers 

in the online environment contrastively, i.e., for German, Russian, and English. Since the 

majority of similar studies have dealt with either spoken discourse or printed texts, it may 

well be useful at this point to briefly sketch the history of the World Wide Web. 

While the origins of the Web can be traced to the research needs of a small group 

of scientists in Geneva, Switzerland, the explosion of Web sites in the mid 1990’s began 

in the United States.  Even in 2001, English-language Web sites represented some three-

fourths of the entire Web, as the following ("On the Size ..." 2001) indicates: 

 

The Web remains predominantly an English-speaking continent. As many as 73 

percent of the sites have material predominantly written in the English language. 
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Number two, German, is found on seven percent of the sites, Japanese on five 

percent, French and Spanish on three percent each. 

There are several reasons for this English dominance. The main one is 

American Web usage, of course. Forty-seven percent of all public Web sites are 

found in the US. Moreover, several of the most Internet-intensive countries have 

English as their mother tongue, including Canada, the UK and Ireland, Australia 

and New Zealand.  

At the same time the language of Shakespeare has become the lingua 

franca of the Web. A Norwegian site like Pandia is written fully in English, as it 

gives us the widest reach possible. 

 

In some countries, Japan, for instance, lack of content in the native language has 

proved to be a significant deterrent to the expansion of online services.  English-language 

sites themselves were originally governmental and academic sites, beginning with the 

Gopher sites of the early 1990’s and developing into the rich, interactive, e-commerce 

sites, such as Amazon, familiar to Web surfers at the end of the decade.   

Interestingly enough, the lexicon of the Web predates the existence of the network 

by several decades. The term ‘online’ has been used in the sense of computers connected 

to a network since the early 1960’s, and the term ‘hypertext’, that fundamental building 

block of HTML and the Web, was coined by Ted Nelson in an article he presented in 

1965, with the intriguing title,  “A File Structure for the Complex, the Changing, and the 

Indeterminate”.  
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The prototype of what we now know as the World Wide Web was a small 

program called “Enquire-Within-Upon-Everything”, designed in 1980 by Tim Berners-

Lee, a scientist at the CERN labs in Geneva. Ten years later, he developed a graphical 

user interface (GUI) and editor program ( a ‘browser’, as it was termed), and coined the 

phrase ‘World Wide Web’ to describe the potential network of linked content on different 

computers (his wife was perhaps the first to point out that the URL designation ‘www’ 

was one of  the only acronyms that took longer to pronounce than the phrase for which it 

substituted). The very first Web server was that of the CERN research lab: info.cern.ch. 

This first Web address set the model for the millions of Web addresses to come. A Web 

address is a type of URL (Uniform Resource Locator), as are ftp (file transfer protocol) 

and newsgroup addresses. The server name standardized the convention of appending a 

country abbreviation at the end, in this case, .ch for Confederatio Helvetica, the official 

Latin name of Switzerland, the home country of the CERN project. The only country in 

which the national identifier is not commonly appended to server names is the United 

States, a testimony to the overwhelming preponderance of US Web servers in the 

worldwide network.  

The first publicly available browser, marketed under the name Mosaic, became 

available to the general public in January 1993. A few months later, there were 

approximately two hundred Web servers. Interestingly, one of the first public uses of the 

new network was a European Union project to provide scientific and technological 

information to academically disadvantaged parts of Europe. One of the original 

developers of Mosaic, Marc Andreesen, came to the United States to found the company 
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that became Netscape Communications, whose browser , Netscape Navigator, can be said 

to have launched the popular Internet revolution of the mid-1990’s.  

Indeed, the explosion of Web sites in the 1990’s was a hallmark of the age; the 

‘dot-com revolution’ occupied the press and popular media to a great degree, and fueled 

dramatic economic events such as the famous surge in the stock market led by go-getter 

technology stocks. This culminated, as had most speculative booms in American history, 

in a bust – the collapse in value of many of these high-flying stocks and the consequent 

closure of a large percentage of the dotcoms created in the preceding five years.  

Perhaps, as the dust settles on the first stage in the history of the World Wide 

Web, a study examining its linguistic outlines is suitably timed. Nonetheless, it is worth 

keeping in mind that, in 2001, the year in which the data for this analysis were gathered, 

this popular revolution in mass communication was only eight years old. 

 

1.2 Summary of past research 

While much work has been done in text analysis, surveys of online discourse are not 

readily found. This study draws upon understandings of discourse analysis as applied to 

spoken and printed language, and seeks to apply that understanding to online content.  

Deborah Tannen ("Discourse Analysis") defines the field in this manner: 

 

Discourse analysis is sometimes defined as the analysis of language 'beyond the 

sentence'. This contrasts with types of analysis more typical of modern linguistics, 

which are chiefly concerned with the study of grammar: the study of smaller bits 
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of language, such as sounds (phonetics and phonology), parts of words 

(morphology), meaning (semantics), and the order of words in sentences (syntax). 

Discourse analysts study larger chunks of language as they flow together.  

 

 Michael Stubbs (1983: 1), another leading scholar in discourse analysis, defines 

the field thus: 

 The term discourse analysis is very ambiguous. I will use it in this book to refer 

mainly to the linguistic analysis of naturally occurring connected speech or 

written discourse. Roughly speaking, it refers to attempts to study the organisation 

of language above the sentence or above the clause, and therefore to study larger 

linguistic units, such as conversational exchanges or written texts. It follows that 

discourse analysis is also concerned with language use in social contexts, and in 

particular with interaction or dialogue between speakers. 

 

Examples of past work in discourse analysis encompassing studies of situational 

features, linguistic forms, and functions and conventions are Chafe (1982), Chafe and 

Danielewicz (1986), and Chafe and Tannen (1987). Leech (1966) analyzes advertising 

language, while Bruthiaux’ 1994 study examines the language of personal ads in the 

periodical, LA Weekly, echoing Jucker’s 1992 study of linguistic variation in British 

newspapers. 
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In this paper, we also seek to look at register variation across the Web site corpus. 

A Dutch scholar, Prof. dr. S. Slembrouck, who has contributed work in the field of online 

discourse analysis, defines the topic thus (1998): 

 

Register studies and the study of stylistic variation are based on the observation 

that language variation depends not only on the social position and geographic 

origins of the speakers (traditionally the concern of variationist sociolinguistics), 

but that language use also varies according to the activity in which one is engaged 

(e.g. giving a sermon, writing up a research article, addressing parliament, etc.). 

 

Looking at online discourse and register variation, Slembrouck has contributed 

several studies involving digitalized texts such as e-mails, which can be accessed through 

his Web site, http://bank.rug.ac.be/da/mmda.htm. His research interests seek to 

demonstrate that the Internet, while seen as a technological revolution, is primarily a 

communications revolution, and that these new forms of communication can have 

significant impact on language instruction. 

Register variation has been closely examined in professional literature, 

particularly by Douglas Biber, who writes the following (1995:22): 

 

There are highly systematic similarities in the patterns of register variation across 

languages, suggesting the operation of underlying form-function associations tied 

to basic aspects of human communication .... the analysis of these shared patterns 
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of register variation is central to any comprehensive theory of cross-linguistic 

typology and universals. 

 

The ‘analysis of shared patterns of register variation’ is a goal of this 

study, and is intended to be a beginning toward further research into online 

discourse.  

 

1.3  Preliminary assumptions 

1.3.1 The position of English on the World Wide Web 

While the language of a Web site depends upon the target user and the country of origin, 

all Web sites share the same underlying ‘language’, which is used by developers to code 

the site, to create links, and to interact with other computers and servers. Web sites are 

created using a code called html, or hypertext markup language. This code, originally 

developed by Berners-Lee at the CERN research facility in Geneva, was intended to 

allow scientists to quickly share and reference information. It is a computer language 

based on English, using everyday English words as commands and descriptors, such as 

TABLE, CELL, BODY, HEAD, FONT, COLOR, and REF(erence). Any programmer 

building Web pages in HTML is accordingly familiar with at least a small set of English 

words. Any user of the two most common browsers, Netscape Navigator and Microsoft 

Explorer, can view the underlying code of a Web page, composed in HTML, by selecting 

‘View Source’ from within the browser. Indeed, this is the way that programmers can 
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observe how certain effects and styles are achieved in other sites so that they can be 

implemented on the site on which the programmer is working. One immediately notices 

that this is a computer language based on English. 

English, already described as the ‘lingua franca of the Internet’, may be compared 

as a vehicle of international communication to Latin. Latin was the common language 

uniting scholars in Western Europe until the nineteenth century. When composing in their 

own languages, scholars’ knowledge of Latin forms affected choice-making in matters of 

vocabulary and syntax. Could the same be said about English today? Does the English 

language affect the way in which other languages are used and manipulated online? 

While work has been done in this area (see, for example, The Bay Area German Project 

VI: "Toward a Grammar of German E-Mail", 1999), speculation and assumptions often 

suggest that language online is more heavily influenced by English than is language 

produced in other media; for example, print magazines and newspapers. Additionally, it 

is often said that online language shows more advanced forms of linguistic change than 

do more traditional media such as printed newspapers and journals. For example, is the 

replacement of the German genitive by the dative more commonly found in online 

discourse, as a closer reflection of conversational speeech, than in other forms of writing? 

Is the putatively more frequent use of English in online discourse a subset of a general 

tendency for language on the Internet to more closely reflect everyday speech? The 

answers to these and related questions must rest upon observable data, gained by the 

analysis of a cross-section of Web sites in three languages. In this study, the languages 

investigated will be German, Russian, and English. 
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1.3.2 Putative features of online discourse 

It could be suggested that the putatively more casual nature of online communication 

encourages simpler structures and accelerates the loss or substitution of certain 

morphological and syntactic categories. For instance, in conversational German, the 

genitive case is nearly always replaced by the dative. This is heavily disfavored in the 

standard language of literature and print media such as newspapers and magazines. 

According to the hypothesis described above, we might expect to find examples of 

genitive loss in online discourse. Another example from German is the typical verb-final 

sentence structure, in which the finite verb occupies the last slot in a dependent clause: 

 

(1.1) Ich kenne ihn. 

'I know him.' 

(1.2) Ich weiss, dass du ihn kennst. 

'I know that you know him.' 

 

There is a tendency in the spoken language to ignore the verb-final rule after 

certain conjunctions, such as weil 'because'. 

 

 

(1.3) Ich kann heute abend nicht, weil ich arbeiten muss. 

'I can't tonight because I have to work.' 
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(1.4) *Ich kann heute abend nicht, weil ich muss arbeiten. 

 

Would we then find a greater number of exceptions to the verb-final rule in online 

discourse? Or to cite another example, would other phenomena such as ‘leaking’ appear 

more commonly in online than in print discourse? The typical German ‘parenthesis’ 

sentence structure, the Satzklammer, ordains that all sentence information be positioned 

between the finite verb and the infinitive in an independent clause, and between the 

conjunction and the finite verb in a dependent clause. Thus: 

 

(1.5) Ich muss heute ziemlich lange arbeiten. 

'I have to work pretty late tonight'. 

(1.6) Ich habe gehört, dass er heute ziemlich lange arbeiten muss. 

'I heard that he has to work pretty late tonight.' 

 

In conversational German, informational elements can ‘leak’ behind the finite 

verb, in a hierarchy outlined by John Hawkins: 

 

(1.7) ?Ich habe gehört, dass er ziemlich lang arbeiten muss heute. 

 

In English as well, variation can exist between a more formal printed style and 

more casual writing. This appears in the use of contractions as opposed to written-out 

forms, use of prepositions in final position rather than in a prepositional phrase such as 
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'on which' or 'with which'. In Russian, as well, we may see orthographic variation such as 

a more phonetic rendering of a word than is usually given in print, such as writing the -

��� -ogo genitive ending, with the <g> pronounced as a <v>, as -��� -ovo. Again, 

would we expect to find a greater frequency of such phenomena in the putatively more 

casual language of online discourse? While this study confines itself to a total of nine 

Web sites, this corpus may well serve as a beginning in testing such assumptions. 

 

1.4  Data collection 

The corpus consists of data from the following kinds of Web sites: e-commerce, 

community, and news and research. These categories are described in more detail below. 

 

1.4.1 News and research sites 

News and research Web sites are the online versions (though not, strictly speaking, 

equivalents) of traditional forms of media such as newspapers, magazines, and other 

periodicals. Many of these sites are free to all users, free to subscribers of the print 

edition, or have their own subscription cost, separate from that of the print product. In 

any case, however, they, like community Web sites, are primarily non-transactional, 

while supporting such transactional features as the ability to purchase archived content. 

Examples of popular news and research sites in the United States include the New York 

Times on the Web, CNN, and MSNBC. In the case of the last two, it is interesting to note 

that, since the Web is primarily a written medium, televised (that is, spoken) content must 
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be converted to a text format, thereby turning a primarily oral and visual form of 

communication (television) into a written one.  

 

1.4.2 E-commerce sites 

E-commerce Web sites are sites that are primarily transactional. The sites offer products 

for sale, and contain marketing copy designed to entice the visitor into making a 

purchase. Examples of well-known e-commerce sites based in the United States include 

Amazon, Ebay, and Travelocity. The content is designed to guide users towards a 

transaction. These sites usually have well-developed customer service and help areas, to 

make it easier for users to navigate their way towards a succcessful purchase.  

 

1.4.3 Community sites 

Community Web sites are generally non-transactional. They provide a forum in which 

users who share common attributes can meet each other and gain information about their 

group. The content of a community Web site is often informational, for example, news 

items about members of the community, or events that affect that community in some 

way. Examples of community Web sites include PlanetOut (for lesbians and gays), 

Terrier.com (for owners of Jack Russell terriers), and Thewell.com, one of the first and 

largest collections of community pages.   

Community sites can contain transactional elements, such as the ability to 

purchase items significant in some way to the target community, but these generally play 
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a secondary role to the primary purpose of sharing information and making connections 

between members of a certain group. Funding for community Web sites is often provided 

by advertising, by the support of members of the community, or both. 

The following chart lists the Web sites examined in this study. The figure 

numbers reference the Web pages printed in the Appendix. The figure numbers specific 

to each site are provided at the beginning of the Overview section for that site. 

 

 English German Russian 

News and 

research 

nytimes.com 

Figure A1(a-c) 

suedduetsche.de 

Figure A2(a-b) 

gazeta.ru 

Figure A3(a-e) 

E-commerce amazon.com 

Figure A4(a-b) 

amazon.de 

Figure A5(a-d) 

gum.ru 

Figure A6(a-b) 

Community camp4.com 

Figure A7(a-e) 

linkshaenderseite.de 

Figure A8(a-e) 

dog.ru 

Figure A9(a-c) 

 

 

Each page has been analyzed as it existed on one day (October 10, 2001); that is, 

the pages to be analyzed were saved so that the corpus would remain stable. The pages 

described can be found in the Appendix below. Only top-level and second-level pages 

were analyzed. Navigational text, in addition to the main content, was included in the 

analysis. Due to difficulties with offline browser operation, some images were lost; 
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however, this did not affect the linguistic content or the overall layout of the pages in a 

significant way. 

For each of the three types of Web site, the study captured two to five pages for 

data analysis, a corpus of thirty-three pages for the study as a whole. While this is indeed 

a narrow sample, it is sufficient to indicate the features of online discourse examined in 

this study. In that English functions in the manner of a tertium comparationis for the 

other two languages under investigation, the study will begin each section with the 

English-language site, followed by the German-language and Russian-language sites. 

 

1.5  Analysis fields 

The data were analyzed in the categories of content structure, syntax, lexicon and 

semantics, and graphemics. A short description of the methodological intent of these 

categories follow. 

 

1.5.1 Content structure 

This study uses the term ‘content structure’ more or less synonymously with what Web 

developers term ‘information architecture’, meaning the spatial layout of text and images 

on a page, as well as the conceptual organization of the site as a whole. The content 

structure tells us how the page is divided; what content types go in what place, what 

appears immediately to the user, which sections require scrolling, how the navigation is 

structured internally and presented to the user externally, and how header and footer 
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sections of the page are used. In the online environment, in which the constraints of the 

printed page are not imposed, the content structure is designed to provide a conceptual 

framework allowing users to quickly navigate through large amounts of information. 

 

1.5.2 Syntax 

Moving from the page level to the level of individual content types (articles, product 

descriptions, and user postings, for example) the data were examined in a more 

traditional study of sentence structure and morphology, more or less as may be done in a 

printed text corpus. The analysis attempts to capture variations in syntax across different 

types of sites, as well as deviations from putative linguistic ‘norms’ that are seen as 

representative of print materials such as books and magazines. 

 

1.5.3 Lexicon and semantics 

In this category the study looks at word choice, attempting to account for non-standard 

usage, lexical borrowings, and loan-translations. The analysis of this category seeks to 

determine whether or not such deviations and borrowings are indeed highly frequent. The 

analysis also seeks to determine whether native terms are used in an online environment 

in a unique way, i.e, by having a meaning not otherwise encountered in print or spoken 

discourse. 
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1.5.4 Graphemics 

The category of graphemics is meant as a repository for any deviations from standard 

usages, in the form of unusual spellings or abbreviations, for example. It also seeks to 

capture variations in orthography, such as the use of the <ü> versus <ue> form in 

German, or the use of transliteration versus Cyrillic in Russian. The graphemics category 

is also used to analyze such online features as the often-used emoticon, or ‘smiley’, those 

ubiquitous combinations of punctation marks meant to convey the writer’s emotional 

state. 

 

1.6  Glossary of online terms 

The Web not only evidences jargon familiar to external users of Web sites, but also many 

terms that are used among Web designers, information architects, and html developers to 

describe certain aspects of a site. This is a short listing of such terms that will prove 

useful during the analysis of different online content types (for acronyms and 

abbreviations, see above). 

 

Dynamic content is copy that can be frequently updated or replaced, such as a 

news article or a description of a special sales offer.  

Help content refers to more complex text that guides the user through the steps 

required to achieve a broader goal, such as making a purchase or downloading an 

archived article. 
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Instructional content refers to text that guides the user to perform specific 

actions within the site, for example, to click on a link, or fill out a field. 

Static content is copy which is ‘hard-coded’ into the site’s application logic, and 

does not frequently change. Instructional copy is generally static copy. 

Navigational content refers to the text which describes areas of the site, such as 

‘Home”, ‘Breaking News’, ‘Products’ and so on. They are similar to the names of 

newspaper and magazine sections, though often point to features, such as online shopping 

carts and user services, that have no correponding print counterpart. 
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2  NEWS AND RESEARCH SITES 

2.0  Overview 

The news and research Web sites examined in this survey are nytimes.com, 

sueddeutsche.de, and gazeta.ru. The first two sites, nytimes.com and sueddeutsche.de, are 

online counterparts of previously-existing print newspapers. The third, however, 

gazeta.ru, was launched as an online news service without having had a previous 

corresponding print version. 

As information and research tools, news sites are a logical early extension of the 

original use of the World Wide Web as a repository of research information for scientists. 

As such, the hypertext environment, consisting of embedded pointers to other pieces of 

content in the form of links, makes an easy domicile for many aspects of a newspaper. To 

a large extent, headlines serve as the links that point to a body text appearing in a new 

page. The headline links may or may not be followed by a short ‘teaser’ text, depending 

on the relative importance of the piece. 

A point made earlier and that should be stressed again is that, even though the 

many news sites are the offspring of a ‘print parent’, they are not, sensu strictu, online 

editions of print newspapers. The sites take content from the print newspaper, but often 
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organize that content in radically different ways, as well as add new features. A simple 

example is the basic fact that each daily newspaper is a unique combination of articles 

not usually printed again in the short term; most news sites, however, post content over 

several days, if not weeks, and serve as both a reflection of the daily print newspaper as 

well as a form of short-term archive or articles that have appeared during the previous 

few days. In this way the site can be both ahead of the print paper by being able to 

surface breaking news rapidly through third-party content providers such as the 

Associated Press and Reuters, before there is time to manufacture a physical newspaper, 

but also behind the print paper in surfacing content already many days old. 

 

2.1  Nytimes.com 

2.1.0 Overview 

[Figure A1 (a-c)] 

The nytimes.com Web site is, of course, the online counterpart of the New York Times, 

one of the leading newspapers in the United States (note again that it is not, exactly 

speaking, the full electronic edition of each day’s printed newspaper. The New York 

Times Company launched a pay service, called the “New York Times Electronic 

Edition”, that replicates the layout and content of each day’s paper by means of special 

reader software (the service was launched in late 2000 for Microsoft Windows operating 

systems).  The ways in which the Nytimes.com Web site differ from the print edition, and 

the significance of these differences, will be discussed below. 
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The Web site was launched in January 1996 as a free service providing readers 

with the entire journalistic content of the print edition in electronic format. Users are 

required only to register using basic information, such as their name and address, to set 

up a log-in account. Unlike some other online offshoots of subscriber-based publications, 

such as wsj.com, the Web site for the Wall Street Journal, the nytimes.com Web site 

continues to provide all the content of the print edition at no charge to users (the site 

originally charged overseas users to retrieve current content, but this charge was 

eliminated in 1998). There is a charge, however, to retrieve archived content. By 

December 1996, the end of the site’s first year of operation, one million users had already 

registered with the site. Less than year later, in September 1997, this figure had increased 

to three million. 

The site has won numerous Internet and design awards, such as Yahoo’s ‘Best 

Online Newspaper’ category, and numerous Digital Edge awards for its design and 

editorial content. The site correspondingly influences the decision-making of other online 

editors of existing print publications, such as usatoday.com, and also of television news 

organizations such as CNN, which otherwise lack a published version of their broadcast 

content. As visual interface guru Jakob Nielsen (1999) writes: 

In print, navigation mainly consists of page turning: an ultra-simple user interface 

which is one of the printed medium's great benefits. Because page turning is so 

limited, it is often not even thought of as a design element. In contrast, hypertext 

navigation is a major component of Web design, requiring decisions like: the 

appearance of links; how to explain where users can go and where each link will 
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lead; visualization of the user's current location; and information architecture  ... 

Print design is based on letting the eyes walk over the information, selectively 

looking at information objects and using spatial juxtaposition to make page 

elements enhance and explain each other. Web design functions by letting the 

hands move the information (by scrolling or clicking); information relationships 

are expressed temporally as part of an interaction and user movement. 

 

With these guidelines in mind, we will now look at the content and organization 

of the nytimes.com site in more detail. 

 

2.1.1 Content structure 

Nytimes.com is an oft-imitated example of a news and research site. Its organizational 

structure reflects some of the same organizing principles of the newspaper, but deviates 

from them in several important ways. The basic organization of the page begins at the 

top, just below the masthead, with  ‘banner’ headlines; below them, lead articles are 

introduced by a clickable headline, followed by a one-sentence lead-in, or teaser text, 

then by a ‘Go to article’ link. Below the ‘fold’ (the line at which the page is cut off by the 

bottom of the browser window – the term is a carry-over from print design) are headline 

links without lead-in text, positioned below section titles which also appear in the left 

navigation bar under [News]. On this site the position of the fold is graphically marked 

by a double line running across the central area of the page. There are three article links 

per section. The left margin contains the navigational links to other sections of the 
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newspaper. The right margin contains market charts and breaking news, special online 

features such as [Forums], [On This Day], and [Dealbook], and it is interspersed with 

small banner ads. 

The center area of the page is further divided into lead stories and links in the 

leftmost two-thirds of the area, and a column of features such as [The Attack], [The 

Investigation]. Overall, the page is organized into deep columns: left margin, lead 

articles, special reports, and right margin.  

Thus, in contrast to the print version, the online version shows very little of the 

article itself, at most a one-sentence lead-in, but often only the article headline itself. In 

this way the online edition shows a greater overview of the contents of the edition, at the 

loss of showing more from individual articles. The navigational links correspond to the 

sections of the print edition, but not always, as some point to features available in the 

online environment only. Examples of navigational text include: 

[Classifieds]  

[News] 

[Opinion] 

[Features] 

[Services] 

The search field is placed at the top of the page, below the banner. Advertising is 

placed on both sides of the banner, and at various points in the left and right margins. In 

contrast, no advertising content appears on the front page of the print edition. 
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The article page uses click-through navigation; that is, rather then letting the page 

run down the entire length of the article (‘scroll-down navigation’), the article is spread 

across several pages, with a link at the bottom of each page to the one that follows. The 

user can select ‘Printer-Friendly Format’ at the top of the page to generate a scroll-

through version (and one which removes most of the sidebar elements and advertising 

banners). 

The content structure thus reflects its genre, that of a mass newspaper and 

journalistic writing. We should expect to find similar content structures in other examples 

of this genre. 

 

2.1.2 Syntax 

While linked navigation terms are most often simply one-word descriptors of a content 

area (“Classifieds”, “News”, “Weather”), linked text is generally composed of an 

imperative sentence that ‘speaks’ directly to the audience: 

Personalize Your Weather 

Go to Article 

A subset of the navigation category is the use of hypertext with captions that link 

to photos and graphics: 

Slide Show: Afghan Targets 

America Attacks (12 Images) 

A second set of common linked text in the nytimes.com site is headlines, which 

are almost always used as a link to the full article: 
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American Action Held Likely in Asia 

Bush Rethinks Information Clampdown 

Americans Win Nobel Prize for Economics 

These headlines, as in the print edition, are in the standard ‘headline’ style:  

simple sentences, verbs generally in the active voice, with no complex clauses, usually 

stripped of defniite and indefinite articles to reduce the length of the headline. This 

abbreviated, simple style is well-suited to hypertext style. 

Unlinked text consists mostly of body text in articles, whether in the form of a 

‘teaser’, or the full article.  These exhibit standard English grammar, as codified such 

standard style guides as The Chicago Manual of Style and the Associated Press 

Stylebook, both commonly found on editors’ desks at major newspapers. 

 

2.1.3 Lexicon and semantics 

The lexicon is heavily oriented to terms relating to military, warfare, and government 

operations. This is clearly due to the fact that, at the time the data were being gathered, 

the United States was involved in a military action in the south Asian nation of 

Afghanistan, in order to destroy the organizational structure of the terrorists held 

responsible for the attacks on the United States on September 11 , 2001, and to eliminate 

Afghanistan’s fundamentalist Taliban regime, a primary supporter of the Al Qaeda group. 

Thus, the front page is replete with terms such as ‘frontline positions’, ‘raids’, ‘actions’, 

‘bombing’, ‘targets’, and  ‘strikes’. Verbs attested include ‘shake’, ‘destroy’, ‘kill’, and 

‘threatens’. 
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The Business front page, as might be expected, shows substantially less war-

related language, and instead is characterized by terms such as ‘offer’, ‘quarter’ 

‘employers’, ‘consumers’, ‘investors’, ‘expectations’. In one sense, though business 

pages are considered to be the most immediate and time-sensitive in content, as the 

markets are continually moving up and down, the language of the business page is, 

overall most likely to remain static. This reflects the basic terms of the market, which are 

slow to change.  

The Article page discusses the award of the Nobel Prize in Economics to three 

American scholars for research into the control of information. Key words here are 

‘economics’, ‘theory’, ‘knowledge’, ‘explain’, ‘paper’, ‘information’, and ‘established’.  

 

2.1.4 Graphemics 

The space constraints on a Web page generally dictate a high degree of economy in 

writing and stylistics. Shorter is always preferred over longer. This is true in particular of 

language which serves as navigation, as it must be fit into a fairly narrow navigation bar 

with many other terms, thus requiring that they all be roughly of the same length, 

regardless of the content they describe. Thus, in navigation text, the conjunction ‘and’ is 

very often replaced by the ampersand: 

Dining & Wine 

Home & Garden 

Fashion & Style 

Occasionally, a forward slash is used to indicate a collocation: 
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Crossword/Games 

Editorials/Op-Ed 

One graphemic style that appears in the site is that of a compound word whose 

second element has an initial capital letter: 

NYTDigital (but note NYT Mobile and NYT Store) 

DealBook 

The term ‘e-mail’ is consistently used with a hyphen, which is considered to be 

standard style, and an indicator that this site wishes to project an image of correctness and 

accuracy in detail. 

 

 

 

2.2  Sueddeutsche.de 

2.2.0 Overview 

[Figure A2(a-b)] 

Sueddeutsche.de is the online publication of the southern German daily newspaper, 

Süddeutsche Zeitung (SZ). The SZ, with a daily circulation in 2001 of approximately 

413,000 readers, is considered to be one of the more left-leaning major newspapers in 

Germany, as opposed to a more conservative paper such as the Frankfurter Allgemeine 

Zeitung. The overall readership at the end of 2001 was estimated at 1,140,000. Like the 

FAZ, the SZ is one of the few supra-regional papers in Germany, and has a strong 
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national and international news component in addition to local reporting on Munich and 

Bavaria 

Germany has one of the highest levels of Internet use in the European Union. An 

initial obstacle to the penetration of online services in Germany was the structure of the 

phone service, at that time still a government-owned monopoly which charged users for 

all calls, including local calls. In the U.S., where local calls are generally toll-free, the 

cost of using Internet services was generally only a function of the monthly charge of the 

user’s Internet Service Provider (ISP), once one had all the needed hardware and 

software. 

Another reason why Internet companies were slow to develop, and why Germany 

did not participate in a dotcom boom similar to that  in the United States in the late 

1990’s was that German laws governing start-ups and small businesses were very 

restrictive and imposed high costs on employers. Thus, many of the most commonly-used 

Web sites in Germany are not ‘pure-play’ (i.e., Internet-only sites) but are rather the 

online shopfronts of existing businesses. 

As the print newspaper’s marketing copy boasts, “SZ readers belong to 

Germany’s elite.” According to 2001 figures, roughly half of the paper’s subscribers earn 

more than DM 5,000 (2,556 Euro) a month, and 48% have a university degree – 

significantly higher than the overall population. No data is available on the figures 

relating solely to the Web edition, but one can assume many of the regular readers of the 

print publication are familiar with and use the online edition, and that the overall 

demographic should look roughly similar (indeed, given that Internet penetration 
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correlates with higher incomes and education levels generally, the audience for the online 

edition may well be even more of an ‘elite’, as defined by the paper’s marketing and sales 

criteria). 

 

2.2.1 Content structure 

The content structure of the sueddeutsche.de site closely resembles that of the U.S. 

sample, nytimes.com, by having a main central area with article headlines and teaser text 

flanked by navigation bars. The primary navigation links, as in the nytimes.com site, are 

on the left, while more specialized (financial data, special features) elements are on the 

right. The banner at the top of the page contains the search field.  

A key difference, however, is the use of linking text. In the nytimes.com site, only 

the headline was formatted as linked text, while the teaser text was static, usually 

followed by a link to read more. In the sueddeutsche.de site, almost all text is linked – the 

headline and the entire article text. What is more, the larger content sections are 

formatted as one hyperlink. Smaller sections separate the header and teaser text as 

separate links, though of course with the same URL pointer. Thus there is very little non-

linked text anywhere on the top-level page. The only significantly large block of text that 

is unlinked is the following, listed under the unlinked header [Wort zum Mittwoch] 

'Word for Wednesday': 

"Seit dem 11. September muss man das Undenkbare denken." 

Uwe-Karsten Heye, Regierungssprecher, zur Gefahr durch biologische 

Kampfstoffe. 
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'Since September 11 one has to think the unthinkable. 

Uwe-Karsten Heye, government spokesperson, concerning the danger of 

biological weapons.' 

The content hierarchy on this page has international news at the top level, with 

headlines such as  [Berlin erwägt direkten Einsatz in Afghanistan] 'Berlin considers direct 

deployment in Afghanistan', followed by national news , [Milzbrand-Alarm in Berlin] 

'Anthrax alarm in Berlin'. Regional news appears below the fold and is mainly oriented 

towards sports, represented by headlines such as [Bayern setzt in Rotterdam auf Konter] 

'Bavaria takes a gamble in Rotterdam'. 

Overall, the category headers in the central area of the page repeat the main 

navigation elements on the left, and in the same order: [Deutschland] 'Germany', 

[Ausland] 'International', [Wirtschaft] 'Economy' [Job & Karriere] 'Job and Career', 

[Sport], and so on. The section [und übrigens] 'and otherwise' lists a mix of celebrity-

oriented topics at the end of the page, all feeds from the Reuters international content 

service. Thus, the left navigation bar is a guide to the information hierarchy of the site, 

from global news down to local classifieds, ending with what might be considered the 

least ‘newsworthy’ content according to the hierarchy, classifieds and celebrity gossip. 

 

2.2.2 Syntax 

Headlines and lead-in sentences are in general full clauses, usually with a subject and 

finite verb in the present tense, such as [Schröder drückt New Yorkern Anteilnahme aus] 

'Schröder expresses sympathy to New Yorkers' and [Drei Amerikaner teilen sich den 
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Nobelpreis] 'Three Americans share the Nobel Prize', or sometimes a noun phrase plus 

prepositional phrase, as in [Akademischer Unmut über Rasterfahndung] 'Academic 

annoyance regarding screen search' and [[Viele Betriebe ohne ältere Beschäftigte] 'Many 

firms without older employees'. Another common pattern is noun phrase +  participle, as 

in the examples [Transport mit Atommüll in Wörth eingetroffen] 'transport with atomic 

waste arrived in Wörth' and [Produktion von Milzbrand-Medikament erhöht] 'Production 

of anthax medicine increased'. Occasionally the NP appears without a definite or 

indefinite article: [Mutmaßlicher Islamist festgenommen] 'Presumed Islamist taken into 

custody', [Großes Schweigen in Gellenkirchen] 'Great silence in Gellenkirchen', 

[Radikal-islamische Organisation droht Blair] 'Radical-islamist organization threatens 

Blair', and [Taliban rufen zum Heiligen Krieg auf] 'Taliban calls for holy war'. The 

adjectival endings, of course, reflect the distinction in German morphology between NPs 

preceded by certain kinds of articles and NPs without any preceding article, [Ein 

mutmaßliche Islamist] 'A presumed Islamist' versus [Mutmaßlicher Islamist] 'presumed 

Islamist'. 

On the politeness register, German makes a formal/informal distinction. While 

print newspapers generally do not directly ‘speak’ to the reader in the form of commands 

(with the exception of advertising copy), the interactivity of the Web provides 

opportunities to request the user to perform various tasks. To formulate the request, a 

choice must be made between a formal or informal personal pronoun. The 

sueddeutsche.de site uses the polite Sie construction in the following phrase: 

[Diskutieren Sie mit!] 
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Join the discussion! 

However, the less formal du form is used under the heading [Jugendmagazin 

jetzt] 'Youth magazine today': 

[Erzähl deine Liebesgeschichte] 

'Tell your love story' 

One can assume that in the link to bulletin boards, the site is speaking to adults 

(hence the Sie-address), while the putative target of the link to the youth magazine is a 

younger person and is thus addressed with du. We also note that the English loan or 

interference word [Go] following the search field is neutral to this politeness distinction. 

One aspect of the syntax of hypertext in general is the frequent use of a single 

noun phrase, usually adjective plus noun, without a corresponding verb to indicate what 

action is meant to occur. In a sense, the hyperlink itself, with its implication of action,  

represents the functions of the verb. For example, rather than writing, “Request a trial 

subscription”, a site may simply have the following: 

Trial Subscription 

The reader understands from the hyperlink that the phrase must point to some 

action. Another example is the linked word More commonly used at the end of a teaser 

sentence as a link for readers to read more of the article by clicking through to the next 

page. The underline indicating that this is a clickable link therefore carries the semantics 

otherwise coded by a verb in the imperative, without overtly stating a verb at all. This is 

what is also observed with the following examples from the sueddeutsche.de site: 

[kostenloses Probeabo] 
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‘free trial subscription’ 

[Sueddeutsche als Startseite] 

‘Sueddeutsche as start page’ 

 

2.2.3 Lexicon and semantics 

Not surprisingly, we see quite a few English cognates, both in the instructional text and in 

the general news content. These can be analyzed as belonging to several categories: 

words and phrases directly borrowed from English, such as [Go], [Newsletter], and 

[Homepage], and words containing English elements, such as [Startseite] and 

[Jobangebote] 'job offers'.  

Many of the English terms are specific borrowings relating to the Web. Examples 

of these are [Homepage] and [Sitemap]. Another English borrowing, [Go], used to 

initiate a search after entering text, is also a word commonly used for this function in 

English-language sites. Other loanwords and phrases relating to technology include 

[Computer] and [das E-Book]. The neuter gender is likely due to the analogy with ‘das 

Buch’. 

In some instances loan words are used when there is a German equivalent readily 

available, as in [Süddeutsche TV], as opposed to ‘Süddeutsche Fernsehen’. The –e 

desinence here is used since the word ‘Süddeutsche’ is used as a proper noun referring to 

the newspaper, Süddeutsche Zeitung, and does not indicate that ‘TV’ is a feminine 

singular. 
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Another English word, appearing in the headline [Aus Magistern werden Master], 

refers to the German academic title ‘Magister’ and how it correlates to the U.S. Master’s 

degree, or M.A. This ‘translation’ of a German semantic category into an English one is, 

in its own way, an analogy for the heavy amount of lexical borrowing in the 

contemporary German language, in which German terms are continually replaced by their 

putative English equivalents. 

 

2.2.4 Graphemics 

In the navigation bars we again see the same need to reduce space by favoring short 

words and phrases such as the following: 

[Leben & Stil] 'life and style' 

[Auto & Mobil] 'car and wireless' 

The navigation bar, however, has to be sufficiently wide to cover such longer 

compounds words as [KfZ-Versicherungsvergleich] 'comparison of personal car 

insurance', though the use of such long words is infrequent. In the drop-down box for 

[Anzeigen:] 'ads', we see [Look4Love] and [Look4Links], the former being a link to the 

personal ads.  

It is interesting to note the variation in use of standard German quotation marks, 

in which the initial symbol appears at the bottom of the line, as in the grapheme<„>. Use 

of this grapheme alternates with a more English-language style punctuation, in which the 

quotes appear above the line: [“]. We see the variation in the following examples: 

[„Krieg ist das falsche Mittel gegen Hass.“] 
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'War is the wrong medium against hatred.' 

[Ursache vermutlich „menschliches Eingreifen“] 

'Cause likely 'human intervention'' 

[Starkino: “Versprechen” Der schwarze Mann] 

'Star theatre: "Promise" The black man' 

[Physik-Nobelpreis 2001 Wenn Atome “unisono” singen] 

'Physics Nobel Prize 2001 When atoms sing in unison' 

[„Das Stadion ist ein Zeichen für Innovation“] 

'The stadium is a symbol of innovation.' 

[Stadtkämmerer “Kein Geld für das Profifußball”] 

'City councillor "No money for professional soccer"' 

This is a level of variation that would likely raise eyebrows among careful readers 

(and certainly copyeditors) if encountered in a printed newspaper. Indeed, the non-

standard English style quotation marks are used even in the highly formal, legal language 

of the copyright text at the bottom of the page: 

“Eine Verwertung der urheberrechtlich geschützten Beiträge, insbesondere durch 

Vervielfältigung oder Verbreitung in elektronischer Form, ist ohne vorherige 

Zustimmung unzulässig und strafbar, soweit sich aus dem Urhebergesetz nichts 

anderes ergibt.” 

'A usage of the copyright-protected contributions, particularly through 

reproduction or dissemination in electronic form, is not allowed and punishable 
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without prior permission, to the extent that nothing else results from the copyright 

law.' 

Finally, one should note one interesting use of the umlaut <ü> versus the 

grapheme <ue>. The name of the site itself is spelled sueddeutsche.de, instead of the 

spelling with diaresis used in the print publication, Süddeutsche Zeitung. This can be 

explained by the fact that earlier networking software often did not support the <ü> 

grapheme, so the substitute (and indeed, orthographic precursor) <ue> was used instead. 

It is interesting to note that this practice has continued even though most browsers now 

fully support German and other non-English character sets, though to be sure, not in the 

browser’s URL fields, where this address must be typed in order to access the site. One 

may speculate that the older <ue> form, due to its association with the Internet and 

multimedia technology, may now seem to be more ‘modern’ in appearance than the 

standard orthography with <ü>.  

 

2.3  Gazeta.ru 

2.3.0 Overview 

[Figure A3(a-e)] 

The growth of the World Wide Web and the expansion of Internet access to private 

homes have been much slower in the countries of the former Soviet Union than in the rest 

of Europe and North America. This has much to do with the poor telephone and 

networking infrastructure that was a legacy of the Soviet era, and the virtual non-
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existence of a local market in personal computers and modems at the beginning of the 

1990’s. However, the fact that the explosive democratization and introduction of market 

economics into Russia more or less coincided with the emergence and expansion of the 

World Wide Web makes Russia an interesting case. Press freedoms emerged at the same 

time that new technologies allowed for a revolutionary new way to deliver content, with 

the result that Russia now has many Internet-only mass media publications. As Chadeyev 

(2001) writes: 

During preparations for a Russian-German summit in April of 2001, the news site 

strana.ru published an interview with the head of the Russian Information Center, 

M. Margelov. In particular, Margelov mentioned several topics that were due to 

be discussed at the summit, and the problem of Internet mass media appeared to 

be one of them. This subject, he said, was addressed by Russians, to the great 

surprise of Germans, who didn't understand at first what it was all about. Having 

surfed the German Web, Margelov & Co quickly understood the reason: as it 

turned out, there are simply no 'pure' Web mass media on the German Net. There 

are only Web versions of newspapers and TV presentation sites. The Russians felt 

a surge of pride. 

 

A challenge to the development of online content in the Russian language has 

been the Cyrillic alphabet itself. Most languages based on the Latin alphabet use the 

American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) system, which is a 

standard system for referencing letters and other graphemes. Russian Cyrillic has three 
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competing standards: the KOI-8 system, Unicode, and Windows 1251. To view Web 

pages in Russian, users must have the correct fonts installed that match these systems. 

Some Russian-language pages make their content available in all three systems, allowing 

the user to choose which one fits the configuration on the user’s home computer. There is 

gradual movement in favor of a single standard, but, as any scholar of Russian knows, the 

everyday world of e-mails, Web sites, and document attachments is fraught with 

complexity due to the current confusion of standards. 

In this instance, the browser used to view the page, Internet Explorer 5 for 

Macintosh, must have the character set selected at “Windows Cyrillic”, one of several 

choices in the menu, in the View list in order for the characters to display correctly. 

The gazeta.ru Web site differs from the other two news and research sites in that 

there is no accompanying print product. Gazeta.ru is only available as an online journal, 

and has no predecessor from which to draw its staff or content.  

 

2.3.1 Content structure 

Rather than putting the general navigation on the left, as in the other two sites in this 

category, gazeta.ru places the navigation bar on top, just below the banner. Most of the 

left-hand side of the page is taken over by the main content offering, featuring the 

headlines and the teaser content.  The right-hand side consists of ads, wire headlines, and 

specialized content such as weather reports, stock quotes, and the current ruble-dollar 

exchange rate. 
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In the main section, the headlines and the accompanying teaser text form a single 

clickable block, as in the sueddeutsche.de site. The teaser content, which consists of 

complete sentences in the other two sites, is ‘broken off’ here in mid-sentence, followed 

by an arrow: 

[��� ������ �������� ���� �����] 

Ben Ladenu ostalos' dvoe sutok 

'Ben Laden had forty-eight hours left' 

����� ������� ����� ������������� ����� 

������� �� ���������. ��� ������ �� 

������������� ����� ��� ��������, ������ � ��� 

������ ��������� ���� � <�������> �� ... ] 

Posle �etyrekh sutok bombardirovok nervy talibov ne vyder�ali. Kak 

zajavil ikh predstavitel' Abdul Khan Mutamajen, otnyne u Ben Ladena razvjazany 

ruki i <Taliban> ne ... 

'After four days of bombarding the nerves of the Taliban couldn't take it. 

As Abdul Khan Mutamayen, their representative, declared, henceforth Ben 

Laden's hands are untied and the 'Taliban' aren't ...' 

The content section labelled [International Edition] follows the same linking style 

in its English text: 

[Kursk arrives home for final docking 

The wreck of Russia’s Kursk submarine, hoisted …] 
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This is indeed an unusual style for native English speakers, accustomed to reading 

a complete sentence before clicking through to the full article. 

The center of the page is taken up by a large add for a company called 

����������, Rokefeller, with the appropriately New Russian tagline of � 

������ �������, V dengakh s�ast'je, ‘in money is happiness’. The content here 

links to the rokfeller.ru site. 

Again, the order of elements in the navigation bar (reading from left to right) 

provides the information hierarchy for this site: beginning with the major news stories 

[�������] Novosti, 'News', and then proceeding down through the Business and 

Finance sections. The link to the English-language version is placed immediately to the 

right of Finance, and is the last of the general news links before the more specifically 

Russian Culture, Society, and other sections begin. The rightmost elements in the 

navigation, and correspondingly the lowest in the hierarchy, are headers such as Style and 

Weather.  

As in the sueddeutsche.de site, the content in the central area of the page follows 

the same ordering of headers, moving down the page: international and national news 

first, then the headlines for the lower-level sections. Note that this is a very ‘deep’ page 

requiring a great deal of scrolling before one reaches the final content section with the 

editorial contact information and inevitable copyright notice; a printed version of this 

page used for data analysis ran five 8 1/2 by 11 pages without images. 
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2.3.2 Syntax 

The interesting phenomenon of ‘breaking’ a sentence in mid-stream leads one to consider 

whether richly-inflected languages such as Russian create a greater sense of ‘listener 

anticipation’ to resolve the grammatical structure by surfacing a needed case form. 

Would this help explain the breaking of sentences in the Web site; i.e., the first fragment 

sets up an expectation in terms of the grammatical relations that can only be resolved by 

clicking through and completing the sentence?. 

In contrast to the other two news sites, in which headlines generally consisted of a 

noun phrase plus a finite verb in the present tense, in the Russian-language site the finite 

verb is usally in the preterite: 

[��� ������ �������� ���� �����] 

Ben Ladenu ostalos' dvoe sutok 

'Ben Laden had forty-eight hours left' 

[�������������� ������ ���� �� 

�����������������] 

Ekonomi�eskogo Nobelja dali za informirovannost' 

The Nobel Prize for Economics was given to informatics. 

[<���������> ���������� �������] 

<Interfaks> podstrelil Khattaba 

'Interfax wounded Khattab' 

[������������ �������� �������� 7 ���� �� 

�����] 
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Amerikanskie samolety sbrosili 7 bomb na Kabul 

'American planes dropped 7 bombs on Kabul' 

This pattern does not hold true for the English-language headlines in the 

[International] section: 

[Chechen Premier Says Power Chiefs Face Sack] 

[Putin Meets Governors at Farm] 

Like German, Russian also makes a distinction between formal and informal 

personal pronouns. The site selects the formal �� vy construction ‘you’, rather than its 

informal equivalent, �� ty, in cases where the text addresses the reader directly: 

[������ ���] 

Pišite nam 

‘Write us’ 

[���� ������� �� ����� �����] 

Naši novosti na vašem sajte 

‘Our news on your side.’ 

 

2.3.3 Lexicon and semantics 

The appearance of English and other foreign words as primarily orthographic matters will 

be examined in the Graphemics section, 2.3.4 below.  

The language has many examples of words relating to warfare and the military, 

such as [������]'bombjat', 'are bombing', [��������] komandir 'commander', 

[����] štab 'headquarters', and [��������] operatsii, 'operations', We see 
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examples of English loanwords transliterated into Russian and inflected as Russian 

nouns, particularly, again, in the area of technology: 

[����������� ����������] 

Predlo�enie vebmasteru 

'Suggest to the Webmaster' 

In some cases an English Internet expression is calqued, i.e, loan-translated, into 

Russian: 

[������� �������� ���������] 

sdelat' domašnej stranitsej 

‘make home page’ 

Here the Russian adjective for ‘home’, �������� domašnij, is combined 

with the standard Russian word for ‘page’, �������� stranitsa. Calques such as 

these have been a common way of exapnding the Russian lexicon through the adoption of 

foreign words; an example of this same process is the Russian verb‚ 

��������¸,vkl'ju�at', 'to include', a calque from the German einschliessen (‘to 

include’, ‘in’ + ‘key’). 

 

2.3.4 Graphemics 

At the very top of the page, the Latin alphabet is used to render the word [ONLINE] as a 

link to the sports section of the journal. The Latin alphabet intrudes again in the top-level 

navigation bar, to display the word [ENGLISH], which is a link to the English-language 

version of the site (not actually a translation of the Russian, but a different version with 
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similar content). The section with the header [International Edition] displays content in 

English, with standard ASCII coding.  

A mix of Cyrillic and Roman characters is used for just one word, the name of the 

Web site, [������.ru] gazeta.ru, and not, as might be expected, .��, .ru, the Cyrillic 

equivalent of the country identifier. This curious mixture might be explained by the fact 

that, since a site’s URL (in this instance, http://www.gazeta.ru) must be typed into the 

browser in ASCII characters, the Cyrillic equivalent does not exist functionally. The 

word [������.ru] does inflect for case, as shown by the copyright line: 

[©”������.Ru.” ��� ������ ��� ��������� 

������������� ���������� ������ �� "������.Ru.”] 

©"Gazeta.Ru." Pri polnom ili �asti�nom ispol'zovanii materialov tsylka na 

"Gazetu.Ru." 

'Gazeta.Ru. For full or partial use of material on Gazeta.ru'. 

Indeed, the abbreviation URL itself is rendered in Latin characters, as in the 

following example: 

[��� ������ ���������� URL] 

�em opasen poder�anyj URL 

By the same token, e-mail addresses are also given in Latin characters: 

[������ ���: info@gazeta.ru] 

Pišite nam: info@gazeta.ru 

'Write us: info@gazeta.ru' 

[�������: sales@gazeta.ru] 
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reklama: sales@gazeta.ru 

'advertising: sales@gazeta.ru' 

ASCII characters are sometimes used in headlines and teaser text to render proper 

names in Western European languages, as in the following example: 

[Playboy ������� �� Burda] 

Playboy �enilsja na Burda 

‘Playboy got married to Burda’ (a German publisher) 

But note: 

[���������� ������� ��� ���� '����������' 

��������� �� �������� Christie’s �� $40 ��� ...] 

Znamenitaja kartina Van Goga 'Podsolnuki' kuplennaja na auktsione Christie's za 

$40 mln 

‘The famous painting of Van Gogh “Sunflowers” was purchased at the Christie’s 

auction for $40 million ...’ 

Abbreviations of certain Western organizations, such as the news network CNN 

are shown in Latin characters. [����� ������� ������� �� CNN] samuju 

gorja�uju novost' ot CNN 'the hottest news from CNN'. However, occasionally foreign 

proper names are transliterated into Cyrillic: 

[���������� ����� ���-���� ������ ������ 

�������� � ������������� ��� $54 ���� �� 

�������������� ������-������ ���������� � 

��������� ...] 
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Gubernator štata N'ju Jork D�ord� Pataki poprosil u pravitelstva SŠA $54 mlrd 

na vosstanovlenie biznes-tsentra Mankhettena i ekonomiki ... 

‘The Governor of the state of New York George Pataki requested $54 billion 

dollars from the US government to rebuild the business center Manhattan and 

economic ...’ 

Since �, i, the Russian equivalent of the English word and, is already only one 

character in length, the site has no need to introduce a special grapheme (such as an 

ampersand, plus sign, forward slash, or hyphen) to shorten the length of navigational text; 

so, for, example, the site has navigational headers such as [����� � �����] 

Arkhiv i poisk 'archive and search'. 
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3  E-COMMERCE SITES 

3.0  Overview 

The rush to commercialize online space began as soon as free, stable browsers such as 

Mosaic became available in the mid-1990’s. In some ways this can be seen in the context 

of existing ‘virtual’ shopping experiences such as mail-order catalogs and informercials, 

which flourished in the 1980’s and ‘90s. The opportunity to market and distribute 

products without the need to lease store space, display merchandise, or hire store 

employees, proved irresistible to many entrepreneurs.  

Reporting on the emergence of e-commerce in the mid-1990’s, Enos (1999) has 

written: 

So what happened to make e-commerce take off? Eliminating the cost of keeping 

stock in brick-and-mortar shops made selling online attractive, giving rise to 

Web-only retailers such as Dell Computer and Amazon.com. The convenience 

appealed to consumers, who could now pay bills, do Christmas shopping, and 

even order products from faraway locations online. And the accessibility of 

countless Web retailers made shopping for the best bargains effortless. 
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Once the fear of fraud subsided (it was never unfounded, but proponents 

of e-commerce pointed out that giving out your credit card number online is no 

different than giving it out over the phone), everything from online banking to 

electronic stock trading became common practice for those with an Internet 

connection. 

However, e-commerce was not without its own challenges. While online access 

grew rapidly in the 1990’s, it did not reach a majority of US households until the end of 

the decade. Also, as mentioned above, the method of payment, usually by credit card, 

required secure browser technology not widely available, and, when it was available, was 

not always sufficiently reassuring to customers with concerns for privacy and online 

security. 

Online commerce did share, however, in the disadvantages faced by its ‘virtual’ 

shopping predecessors, namely, that the buyer could not directly see, touch, try on, or 

otherwise examine the actual merchandise prior to purchase. Despite this and other 

drawbacks, thousands of Internet entrepeneurs submitted business plans for online 

commerce sites to venture capitalists and equity firms, received funding, and generated 

the explosion of start-up companies, the legendary ‘dotcoms’ of the late 1990’s.  

One of the most famous and most enduring of these dotcoms (despite its own lack 

of profitability, continuing into the 2000’s) was the amazon.com Web site, founded by 

Jeff Bezos, a Seattle entrepreneur. The title of the site, Amazon, reveals nothing of the 

site’s purpose: a virtual bookstore, which has now expanded into dozens of new shopping 

categories, including CDs, videos, and even garden tools. We will look at both the 
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American and German versions of this site, as well as the site of the famous Russian 

department store, GUM. 

 

3.1  Amazon.com 

3.1.0 Overview 

[Figure A4(a-b)] 

Certainly one of the most well-known of all Web sites in any category is amazon.com, 

whose constantly-changing fortunes have been heavily scrutinized by the media as 

representative for the online commerce industry as a whole. Yet, in the early 2000’s, the 

site was not only still in business, but had greatly increased its product offerings from the 

original online bookstore to a purveyor of almost every product one could find in a 

typical department store. Surprisingly enough, despite this huge growth in the number 

and diversity of products since the site’s inception in 1995, the basic site architecture and 

design has remained the same. The virtual tabs at the top of each page on the site, for 

example, are emblematic of amazon.com design, and have been often copied by other 

sites. Marketing consultant Bernadette Tiernan (2000:23) writes: 

Perhaps the true sign of success on the Internet is to be imitated. As amazon.com 

became recognized as the online market leader, other companies aspired to 

become “the amazon.com of ...” Fill in the blank: toys, wine, travel, informaiton. 

But as the company advanced so far ahead of the herd that it seemed no one (even 

the mighty Barnes & Noble) could catch up, amazon.com became a verb. A Web 
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site that is “amazoned,” or “amazon.commed” can no longer compete because the 

market leader has become so strong as to be untouchable. Whether used as a noun 

or a verb, amazon.com was first. 

 

 It could perhaps be said that the revolution fueled by sites such as 

amazon.com is less that of marketing and content than of distribution and supply 

logistics: the company could dramatically expand its customer base without spending any 

money on a new store. However, the nature of the Web as an information network, means 

that information, in this case, product descriptions and prices, can be quickly searched 

across dozens or even hundreds of possible retailers, potentially doing away with the idea 

of fixed-price retail as it has existed in Western commercial culture for at least the last 

one hundred years, with the dramatic success of the eBay.com Web site being a leading 

example of this trend.  

As TIME ("Jeff Bezos" 1999) reports: 

Amazon's losses are also a sign of the New Economics of Internet commerce. 

These new rules spring from the idea that in the new global marketplace whoever 

has the most information wins. While it used to be sellers who had all the 

information, buyers are getting smarter and smarter. At sites like mysimon.com, 

it's possible to go shopping and search not only Amazon but also the collections 

of two dozen other booksellers to find the best deal. ... The last great retail 

revolution was mail order, led by Sears, Roebuck in the 1890s, and it solidified 

the idea of fixed prices, since buyer and seller were often separated by hundreds 
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of miles of rail track. In the Internet age even buyers and sellers separated by 

10,000 miles of fiber-optic cable are closer than those prairie purchasers were to 

Mr. Sears. They are nanoseconds away, and, as is becoming increasingly 

apparent, speed kills. It kills old economics, it kills old companies and it kills old 

rules. 

An examination of the infromation architecture of the amazon.com Web site 

might lead to the discovery of strategies designed to shorten the distance to the final sale, 

so that users remain on the site and are not tempted to seek price comparisons elsewhere. 

As such, in distinction to news and research sites, which provide lengthy, scrolled text 

and deep linkage to a variety of content areas, one would expect to find short chunks of 

information and direct pathways to a purchase point. Ironically, the accessibility and 

fluidity of information offered by the Web is in some sense an online retailer’s scourge: it 

is much easier to switch to another site than go to another store when one does not find 

what one is looking for at the right price.  

Note that, at the time the data were being gathered in the Fall of 2001, the site was 

in the midst of promoting its new viewing feature, which allows users to see covers and 

sample pages of books, in a virtual simulation of browsing a store bookshelf. The 

promotional needs of this new feature created a markedly different experience of the 

amazon.com landing page than the usual, rather fixed information architecture of the site. 
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3.1.1 Content structure 

Amazon.com’s popularity has made certain of its navigational and linking features well-

known parts of the online experience. For example, the tabs at the very top of the page, 

pointing to different content categories such as “Books”, “Electronics”, “Kitchen & 

Housewares”, as well as a personalized tab “[username’s] Store”, and a righthand link to 

more categories, are characteristic features of e-commerce sites. Within these tabs the 

personalization of a category is also characteristic for the overall user experience of the 

site: that of constantly changing information aligned with the site’s knowledge of user 

preferences and shopping habits, in the context of a fixed information architecutre (for 

example, the personalized tab always follows the “Welcome” tab, and has the same 

appearance to all users with the exception of the substitution of the username, in this 

instance, “C”.  

The pattern of personalization continues into the first line of text below the banner 

and promotional space: [Hello, C. Sean Ketchem.  We have recommendations for you.], 

and goes on to provide an option to change the username so that preferences will match 

correctly. Amazon.com has been a leader in this kind of online personalization, and, 

while the benefits of such a strategy seem obvious, it is not without cost or technological 

challenges. As Eads (2000) writes: 

Personalization - the idea of content that's custom-tailored to a site's every visitor 

- has long been touted as the Web's coup de grace, the quality that differentiates it 

from how business is done in the real world. Some call it customization. Others 

say it's only a fancy term for direct marketing ... Today, however, the goal is to 
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anticipate what users want and personalize the content for them in real time rather 

than making them follow the tedious process of detailing their preferences, which 

can't be implemented until they revisit the site. 

 

The tabbed categories also appear as general text in the left navigation column, 

directly below the [Search] field, allowing for two different kinds of information 

retrieval: that of a direct search when you know key information about the product, or 

browsing by category when the parameters are less specific.  

The central area above the fold is devoted to a promotonal section touting 

amazon.com’s new feature, viewable book pages, with marketing copy and samples of 

pages arranged in an advertising display. A button below the ad instructs, [Find 

thousands of books you can look inside]. Below the promotional area (and the fold itself) 

comes more personalization in the form of product recommendations; in this case, the 

DVD version of the film Citizen Kane, with a cover image and descriptive copy. You can 

learn more about the personalization process by clicking on the question [Why was I 

recommended this?]. A list of three further recommendations follows, each followed by a 

shorter version of the first personalization query, simply [Why?]. 

Logistical matters such as shipment tracking, return policies, and site helps are 

grouped in three columns below the [Your Recommendations] section, ending the main 

page with a repeat of the [Search] bar, followed by a page footer containing links to 

international amazon.com sites, and the privacy disclaimer.  
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3.1.2 Syntax 

Given the high degree of personalization characteristic of the amazon.com site, we can 

expect to find many sentences in the imperative that speak directly to the user and invite 

him or her to perform a certain task, such as the following: 

[Track your recent orders] 

[Return an item] 

[Visit our Help department] 

Occasionally the site takes the personalization concept further, with copy meant to 

represent the viewer’s own possible statements or queries, as in: 

[Where’s My Stuff?] 

[Why was I recommended this?] 

The reduced form [Why?] follows the secondary set of recommendations. 

The site, in fact, exhibits a mixture of such ‘my’ vs [your] forms, labeling the 

recommendations [Your Recommendations], in the second person, as well as [Your 

Account] for the account status page, but using first person in [Where’s My Stuff?], and 

third person refererence in [C’s Store] in the tabbed navigation field at the top of the 

page.  

At the bottom of the page we have text that implies an action to be performed, 

without stating a verb: 

[Text Only] 

[Top of Page] 

[Directory of All Stores] 
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The putative action here would be to ‘view’ or ‘go to’ the displays listed. Rarely 

is the action verb explicitly stated in any navigational text, with the exception of [View 

Cart] at the top of the page, and of course, the [Search] feature at the top of the left 

navigation bar. 

In this mixed use of second-person address with first-person possessives 

describing content areas, the site seems to seek a friendly environment, in which ‘we’ 

recommend items to ‘you’ the user, who has his or her own parts of the site, labelled 

‘my’.  

 

3.1.3 Lexicon and semantics 

As a commercial site, a large number of words are those that describe products; indeed, 

large sections of the navigation areas simply list various consumer goods, such as books, 

electronics, movies, cell phones, and housewares. In a physical storefront, which was the 

original metaphor of many commercial homepages, we expect to find most of the 

available space within our view to be filled with product displays; stacks of jeans and 

sweaters in a clothing store, for example, or shelf after shelf of packaged foods in a 

grocery store. In the online environment, the word describing the product becomes the 

substititute for the display of that product (this is partly also due to the need to reduce the 

amount of graphic imagery for speedier downloading times). The amazon.com landing 

page does indeed seem to display ‘stacks of words’ in place of stacks of goods. Jakob 

Nielsen (2000:135) writes: 
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Higher-level pages should minimize the number of illustrations because the user 

has not yet indicated a concrete interest in an individual object that needs to be 

depicted. Then, as the user follows links to more specific pages, you can add more 

images. A top-level product page should usually have a small photo of the product 

but should still be mostly text and tables. If the user is really interested in the 

product, he or she will follow links from the product page to additional photos. 

Such photos would be large enough to show sufficient detail to support a purchase 

decision. 

 

Phrase- and sentence-level discourse beyond simple imperative sentences, [Return 

an item], for example, is mainly in the product descriptions themselves, which, in cases 

where the products are books or films, often use a more literary style of language. On the 

landing page under [Your Recommendations], we read the following description of the 

film Citizen Kane (http://www.amazon.com): 

Arguably the greatest of American films, Orson Welles’s 1941 masterpiece, made 

when he was only 26, still unfurls like a dream and carries the viewer along the 

mysterious currents of time and memory reach a mature (if ambiguous) 

conculsion: people are the sum of their contradictions, and can’t be ...  

 

The passage is then followed by a [Read more] link. This contrast between 

simple, direct marketing language and more complex product description, couched in a 

style consistent with the genre of the product being described (literary language for books 
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and films) can be compared to the contrast in a news and research site between marketing 

content such as subscription requests and the actual news and editorial content, which is 

often written in a quite different style. 

3.1.4 Graphemics 

The navigation bars exhibit several examples of Internet-style abbreviated usages, such as 

the consistent use of the ampersand ‘&’ instead of ‘and’, as in the following: 

[Toys & Games] 

[Kitchen & Housewares] 

[Tools & Hardware] 

In keeping with the reduced use of graphics discussed above, only rarely does a 

category or term have both text and a graphic image. The [View Cart] link in the upper 

right navigation has an icon of a shopping cart beside it to help support the metaphor of a 

physical shopping experience. At the very bottom of the page, the Hewlett-Packard 

company is referenced only by a graphic image, after the text [Powered by]. This is the 

only instance where a graphic directly substitutes for text (in this case, however, the text 

is contained inside the graphic). 

Use of all-caps is restricted to the top navigation area, ([BOOKS], 

[ELECTRONICS],  for example) to show the major categories of the site’s product array; 

as well as for the site’s major functions of [SEARCH] and [BROWSE]. Since the 

[BROWSE] categories provide subtopics within the major categories shown in the top 

navigation area, they are in title case, rather than upper case [Health & Beauty]. This use 

of all-caps versus title case provides a graphic rendering of the overall site hierarchy 
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while maintaining a mostly text-only visual display, in accordance with the need to limit 

long download times. 

3.2  Amazon.de 

3.2.0 Overview 

[Figure A5(a-d)] 

The Amazon.de Web site was launched in October 1998 as the German-language version 

of amazon.com, primarily servicing customers in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. In 

June 2002, according to the information service Netreport, amazon.de was the largest e-

commerce site in Germany (using such metrics as ‘unique users’ and overall penetration), 

as well as the largest online merchant in Western Europe in total sales volume.  

Based in the high-tech center of Munich, amazon.de follows the US site closely 

both in overall design and in features, such as Auctions and ZShops. Indeed, given the 

wider use of WAP (Wide Area Protocol)-enabled phones in Western Europe, the 

amazon.de site offers the additional functionality of browsing by means of the customer’s 

cell phone, a functionality which is only slowly beginning to spread in the United States. 

In looking at what is the German-language version of a US-based Web site, issues 

of internationalization and localization come more strongly into focus than in unrelated 

country sites. When companies expand overseas, many options are available in terms of 

the overall design and strategy of the local country Web site. In basic terms, 

internationalization involves using a single Web site which is accessed by users in 

various countries, who may or may not be able to choose their local language. These 
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international sites must make sure not to offend or confuse users from other countries, 

whether or not the user’s own language is available.  Jakob Nielsen (2000: 315) writes: 

 

Traditional software development distinguishes between internationalization and 

localization. Internationalization refers to having a single design that can be used 

worldwide, and localization refers to making an adapted version of that design for 

a specific locale. Internationalization involves the use of simpler language that 

can be understood by non-native speakers, whereas localization often involves 

translation. 

 

In the case of the amazon.de site, it is international in that it presents the same 

overall information architecture as the US site, but it is localized in its use of German as 

the user language, performs transactions in euros, and is staffed and produced within 

Germany. 

That the leading e-commerce site in Germany is, in essence, the international arm 

of a US-based company, rather than a major German retailer such as Kaufhof or Quelle 

(known for its catalogs, and a natural candidate for a major online retailer), provides 

another example of the early US lead in commercialization of online space, allowing for 

greater resources of both money and experience to launch sites in other countries, as well 

as establishing expectations for other local sites to follow in shaping the user 

environment.  
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3.2.1 Content structure 

Most of the design, navigation, and content architecture of the amazon.de site would be 

immediately familiar to users of the US site, whether or not they can read German. 

Indeed, the amazon.de site captured here is more typical of the overall site architecture of 

amazon.com than the example discussed earlier, since the US site was in the middle of a 

major promotional campaign that greatly altered the appearance of the landing page at the 

time the pages were saved for analysis in this study.  

The most familiar element in the amazon.com user experience, the tabbed 

navigation bar, is repeated here at the top of the page: categories such as [BÜCHER] 

'books', [DVD], [VIDEO], and [GESCHENKE & E-CARDS]'gifts and e-cards' are 

displayed using the tab metaphor, and correspond closely with the categories displayed in 

the US site. Below the tabs is a navigation bar with links to other categories such as 

[INTERNATIONAL], [KINDER] 'children', and [ENGLISH BOOKSTORE], which 

allows for access to English-language products without going to either the amazon.com 

or amazon.uk sites.  

The left navigation bar repeats the product categories in the tabbed field, with 

some variation in sequencing and description; [GESCHENKE & E-CARDS] is one 

category on top but two separate categories in the left navigation area.  Below this 

navigation area comes a section entitled [ENTDECKEN] 'discover', which features 

various marketing programs and promotions, such as the linking campaign [Amazon.de 

Partnerprogramm] 'Amazon.de Partner Program' and mobile phone access [Amazon.de 

mobil].  
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Unlike the US site, which typically has a clear left margin containing navigation 

links with a large main text area in the center, the German site is almost evenly divided 

into three columns; the left navigation, the main content area, and a third column titled 

[AKTUELLES] 'current', containing bestseller lists [Die Amazon.de Hot 100 Bücher] 

'The Amazon.de Hot 100 Books', movie premiere announcements [Neu im Kino] 'New in 

theatres', and book promotions [Exklusiv bei Amazon.de] 'Exlusively at Amazon.de'.  

The center column lists featured products in the major categories of [BÜCHER], 

[ELEKTRONIK & FOTO], [MUSIK], and [SOFTWARE]. All product descriptions end 

with a price in DM prominently displayed in bold (note, that, at the date these pages were 

captured, the euro had not yet been introduced as a paper currency in Germany). The 

center product display column goes the farthest below the fold. 

Below the three-column area, a full-measure section entitled [Unsere Services] 

'Our Services', lists the customer service options available on the site, such as help 

information, security and privacy gurantees, and information on shipping. The section 

ends with a centered link to the help pages [Hilfe-Seiten] 'help pages'. Below this is a 

graphic link to the German postal shipping service, a repeat of the major site categories, 

as well as customer service links and links to other country sites, followed by the 

amazon.com corporate information and legal links [Privatsphäre und Datenschutz] 

'privacy and data protecction' and [Unsere AGBs] 'our AGBs', for example.  The ‘depth’ 

of this page is substantial, totaling the equivalent of four 8 1/2” x 11” printed pages. 
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3.2.2 Syntax 

The syntax of the amazon.de site is informed by similar needs as the US site, that of 

personalization, a site whose editorial voice ‘speaks’ directly to the user in the form of 

imperatives and second-person address. Phrase-level discourse begins just below the top 

nav with the greeting [Willkommen bei Amazon.de] 'welcome to Amazon.de'.  

Unlike the amazon.com pages discussed in the section 3.1 above, for this site no 

user information had yet been provided. The site, recognizing an unregistered user, asks 

for information after the welcome greeting: [Sind Sie schon Kunde?] 'Are you already a 

customer?', using the polite second-person Sie form of address typical when addressing 

strangers. This use of the Sie form of address also appears in imperative statements such 

as the following: 

“Geld verdienen mit Ihrer Website” 

'Earn money with your Web site' 

“Mobil einkaufen mit Ihrem Handy” 

'Shop wirelessly with your cellphone' 

“Besuchen Sie unsere Themenweiten” 

'Visit our theme areas' 

“Kundenvorteile genießen” 

'Enjoy customer advantages' 

The site references itself using the first-person plural forms wir, uns, and unser: 

“Hier erfahren Sie, was Sie bei uns einkaufen.” 

'Find out here what you are purchasing from us.' 
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“Unser Preis: DM 498,99” 

'Our price: DM 498,99' 

[UNSERE SHOPS] 

'our shops' 

“So urteilt die Presse über uns.” 

'what the media says about us' 

Occasionally, as in the US site, the user is referenced in the first person singular, 

as in the link in upper right: [MEIN KONTO] 'my account'. 

 

3.2.3 Lexicon and semantics 

As might be expected with a site derived from an English-language model, the level of 

lexical interference and borrowing is quite high, as the following unsorted list attests: 

‘brandneu’, ‘Topseller’, ‘Hot’, ‘Manager’, ‘E-Cards’, ‘ZShops’, ‘Bestseller’, ‘Hardcover, 

‘Studioalbum’, ‘Bonusmaterial’, ‘Box Sets’, ‘World Wide Web’, ‘’Notebooks’, 

‘Workstations’, ‘1-Click’, ‘Hilfe-Seiten’, ‘Newsletter’, ‘Service-Partner’, ‘Textversion’, 

‘Home’, ‘jobs@Amazon.de’, ‘DVDs’ , ‘Videos’, and of course, the well-known ‘Handy’. 

Examination of this list of lexical borrowings shows various borrowing 

phenomena, from loan–translations, (‘Hilfe-Seiten’, from the English ‘help pages’), 

morphologized lexemes with either the zero- or s-plural (‘Weitere Hardcover-Bestseller’, 

‘aktuelle Filmtipps’, ‘Preis-Hits’, ‘Unsere Shops’), and unmorphologized lexemes such 

as ‘Hot 100 Bücher’, with no –e adjectival desinence following the word ‘Hot’, as would 

be the case with the German equivalent, “heisse”). ‘Handy’ , meaning ‘mobile phone’ is 
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an oft-cited example of a word that appears to be a borrowing but does not exist in 

English in the sense used by the German term. 

The English term ‘site’ exists both as a direct borrowing (‘Geld verdienen mit 

Ihrer Website’’ 'Earn money with your Web site'), and as a loan-translation, in the term 

‘Hilfe-Seiten’, as mentioned above.. The term ‘Topleistungen’ for ‘top performance’ 

appears in the [AKTUELLES] featured book section.  

Other Anglicisms in the text include the phrase ‘radikal reduziert’ for ‘radically 

reduced’, and ‘exklusiv bei Amazon.de’, ‘exclusively at Amazon.de’, translations of 

commonly-used American marketing phrases. 

The e-mail address given at the bottom of the page, (E-Mail itself being a typical 

Internet-age borrowing into German, written with a hyphen to distinguish it from the 

native German word Email, ‘enamel’), jobs@amazon.de, shows an example of an 

English word used when another German word, Arbeit, could serve in its place. The 

phrase der Job, however, has existed in German already for several decades, and has 

even given rise to the verb jobben.  

A hint as to the reasons behind the large amount of Anglicisms in contemporary 

German is provided by the [AKTUELLES] column, which charts bestselling cultural 

products in Germany. The movie feature [Neu im Kino] 'New in theatres' features an 

American film, Spy Kids, the number two book in the ‘Hot 100 Bücher’ is a translation of 

a book by a British scientist and scholar,  the top three sellers in the category of music are 

all songs sung in English, and the top three DVDs sold on this German site are American 

films, only one of which “Miss Undercover”, has a different main title than the original 
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US version, “Miss Congeniality”, though, indeed, still in English, marketed to a German-

speaking audience. The subtitle for the Star Wars film, “The Phantom Menace” is 

rendered as “Die dunkle Bedrohung’, ‘the dark threat’. These bestseller lists point to the 

great popularity of English-language products in contemporary German culture, which 

raises awareness of English lexemes and penetrates popular media with English terms. 

This infiltration of the German lexicon by English terms is not without its critics. 

As Michael Quinion (1996) writes in his Web site, World Wide Words: Investigating 

International English from a British Viewpoint: 

It's perhaps only to be expected that computerese such as e-mail and homepage 

are standard. Outside computing, you may encounter task force, party, shopping, 

goalgetter, and sales among many others. On German railways, you will find 

service points, ticket counters and lounges.  

Many Germans have been angered by what they see as the linguistic 

imperialism of such imports. Some, such as Eckart Werthebach, the regional 

interior minister in Berlin, have called for a language purification law to ban 

them; others have suggested an Academy for the Cultivation and Protection of the 

German Language, like the Académie Française. What annoys them especially is 

the way that English words infiltrate otherwise normal German sentences. An 

example was a notice seen at a German airport: ‘Mit dem stand-by-upgrade-

Voucher kann das Ticket beim Check-in aufgewertet werden’. 
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3.3.4 Graphemics 

Of interest in the category of graphemics is the repeated use of the ampersand symbol 

‘&’ in navigational text, as in [PC- & Videospiele] 'PC and video games' and 

[GESCHENKE & E-CARDS] 'Gifts and E-cards', the ampersand normally used in 

German only in titles and company names, and not, according to standard German style, 

in general text.  Otherwise the site follows standard German rules of punctiation and 

orthography, though a double hyphen <--> is consisently used in place of a single em-

dash, as in ‘Schenken und beschenken lassen – garantiert, was Sie sich wünschen.’ 'Give 

and receive gifts - guaranteed, what you wish for.' 

 

3.4  Gum.ru 

3.4.0 Overview 

[Figure A6(a-b)] 

Gum.ru is the Web site for the Moscow department store ��� (originally an acronym 

for ��������������� ������������� �������, 

Gosudarstvennyj Universal'nyj Magazin, 'state department store,' though this has been 

modified since privatization to ������� ������������� �������, 

Glavnyj Universal'nyj Magazin, 'main department store'). Designed by the architect 

Alexander Pomerantsev, completed in 1893, and (re-) privatized exactly one century 

later, in 1993, this department store across from the Kremlin wall in the heart of Moscow 

was at one time the largest such store in Europe.  
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After its public offering in 1992, many years went by before the privatized 

company launched an e-commerce site. In 2000 the board of directors issued the 

following recommendation ("GUMInternet.com'") for an online version of the GUM 

department store: 

In December 1999 the Board of Directors of JSC “GUM Trading House” has 

made a decision to start e-commerce projects and appointed a group of experts to 

develop a general concept on this matter.  As a result, a decision was made to 

create an online version of GUM that will have a scale even larger than the brick-

and-mortar mall.  Besides putting trading activities of GUM’s departments and its 

renters online, it is being planned to extend this e-Mall up to an e-Marketplace, 

involving other leading foreign brands not present in the National market on a 

B2B basis. Moreover, by introducing certified credit card processing systems 

GUM-Internet intends to promote and sell Russian products at the International 

markets. 

As the text states, the e-commerce initiative was designed to include both a B2B 

(business to business) aspect, as well as the more traditional B2C (business to customer) 

retail version. Though the B2C model is likely the version of the Internet most users 

know best, the B2B aspect has, in fact, become the major source of cost savings and 

revenue growth for companies entering into e-commerce: As Tiernan (2000: 1) writes: 

U.S. businesses have more than tripled the amount of goods and services 

exchanged on the Internet annually, now spending hundreds of billions of dollars. 

By 2002, the front-runner - business-to-business electronic commerce - will reach 
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$327 billion, while business-to-consumer electronic commerce quickly catches 

up. 

The Russian market, to be sure, generates far less revenue than does the U.S., 

though the market has been growing rapidly.  The report  ("GUMInternet.Com") 

describes the online market in 2000: 

 

The main idea of the project is to create an e-store that would be covering 

worldwide markets.  The online shopping volumes in the Russian segment of 

Internet are still low comparing to the ones in Western countries.  The experience 

of successful Russian e-shops selling books show that from 10 items sold by them 

via the Internet only 1 is purchased in Russia, while other 9 are bought buy 

foreign shoppers, mainly from the USA.  So the National online project is 

considered to be a very perspective (sic) investment for the future, since the 

Internet-usage and e-commerce market in Russia has the fastest growth rates in 

the World. 

 

The intended visitor to the retail site is described as follows: 

 

There are two main prospected target groups of shoppers.  The First Shoppers 

Group is the Russian speaking population that lives outside Russia (mainly in the 

USA, Canada, Israel, Europe, and other countries).  It is estimated that there are 

around 300 ml Russian-speaking people in the World, which makes a great 
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potential for the share of Russian-speaking Internet users and consequently 

potential customers of Russian e-commerce.  These people will be offered to 

purchase traditional merchandise groups, such as Russian books, films and music.  

Note that this group will also have an opportunity to buy and deliver presents for 

their relatives and friends living in Russia and the CIS countries.  This concept 

can be considered unique in the context of the GUM-Internet project.  Western 

shopper will have a chance, staying in his or her home country, to purchase and 

give presents to someone in Russia, and not just from a common e-shop but from 

the famous Department Store in the Red Square.  This is the case where a 

recognizable trademark of a famous brick-and-mortar store will play a significant 

role in the success of an online project, such as GUM-Internet (Russia). The 

Second Shoppers Group potentially includes any shoppers, even not aware of the 

celebrated GUM Store, that have an interest in certain merchandise that is hard or 

expensive to buy in their country. 

 

In this survey we will be looking at aspects of the business-to-consumer model 

only, leaving aside the more complex aspects of the business-to-business portal, which is 

mainly concerned with transactions and exchange of financial data rather than consumer-

driven content. 
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3.4.1 Content structure 

The Gum.ru homepage displays the typical information architecture of a large central text 

column flanked by navigational and feature columns to the left and right. The top nav 

consists of a large lego with an image of the store, and site services in the upper left: 

[e-mail]  e-mail' 

[�������]  

korzina   'shopping basket' 

[������ ��������]  

li�naja stranitsa 'homepage' 

[�����]  

poisk   'search' 

[������]  

pomoš�'  'help' 

[���� �����]  

naše video  'our video' 

Below this is a Flash animation of a whirling globe and the name of the store, 

������� ������������ �������, 'main department store', a name 

change that indicates the store is no longer state-run, but that allows the famous GUM 

acronym to continue. 

The main content area begins with two Webcam images from the store; one 

linking to a larger Webcam image, the other, on the right, linking to a 'Video Excursion' 
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showing static images from the different parts of the store. The central content area 

continues by displaying featured dated articles in the following categories: 

 

 

[������� ����]  

Novosti GUMa 'GUM News' 

[���� � �����] 

Moda i stil'  'Fashion and Style' 

[������ �� �� ...] 

Znaete li vy  'Did you know ...' 

There follows an interactive survey [�����] opros, with consumer-related 

questions about personal habits and interests that might be matched to a product. 

The left navigation bar contains text followed by small square graphic images 

with representations of certain product categories, beginning with a link to the online 

catalog, [�������]. The store categories are typical for a department store, including 

clothing [������], home furnishings [��� ����], cosmetics [���������], 

and flowers [�����].  

The right navigation bar begins in the upper part of the column with links to maps 

of both the store itself, [����� ����], and of the store's surroundings [����� 

��������], followed by a series of more general information links: 

[�������� �����]  

�alovnaja kniga 'visitor's book' 
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[���� �����]  

kurs aktsij  'stock quotes' 

[���� ���] 

miss gum 'Miss GUM' - a female employee who is featured each 

month 

[������] 

pogoda 'weather' 

The right column continues with features of certain products in the major 

categories of the store, with product names, the maker, the country of origin, links to 

search or add to the shopping cart, and a price in rubles. These descriptions also include 

an image of the product described. The lowest element in the left column consists of the 

following two customer service [��������� �����������]. uslovnjye 

obozna�enija. links, that, at the time of this writing, were inactive. 

The global footer at the bottom of the page contains copyright information in 

English, as well as information about the company: 

[������� ����������� ��������� 

�������������������] 

Sistema razrabotana kompaniej RosBiznesKonsalting 

'System developed by the RosBiznesConsulting company' 

[�� ������ �������� ���-��������] 

Po zakazu kompanii GUM-Internet 

'At the request of the GUM-Internet company' 
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[�� �������� ���������� ������� ����������� 

guminternet@gum.ru] 

Po voprosam razmeš�enija reklamy obraš�ajtes' guminternet@gum.ru 

'For questions regarding advertising rates, contact guminternet@gum.ru.' 

 

3.4.2 Syntax 

The syntax of the Gum.ru homepage is a function of the location of the content in the 

information architecture: text in a navigational or feature panel in an outer column 

consists of single words or short phrases, while text in the center column consists mostly 

of full NP VP sentences. The first such content piece in the center column begins with the 

salutation �������� ����������!, Uva�emyi pokupateli 'Esteemed 

customers!'. We notice pro-drop in the following line: 

���������� ��� � ��� �� ���������. 

Priglašaem Vas v GUM za pokupkami. 

'(We) welcome you to GUM for your shopping.' 

As observed in the gazeta.ru site, the teaser text breaks in mid-sentence, followed 

by a link [���������] podrobneje, to read more: 

[������� ���� ������������ � ������ �������. � ... 

] 

Sevodnja tvid assotsirujetsja s gruboj šerst'ju. V ... 

'Today tweed is associated with coarse wool. In ... ' 
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This is unlike the English-language sites in this survey, which offered 'read more' links 

only after a completed phrase, followed by a period or other closing punctuation. 

Linked text generally consists of either a one-word category or production 

description, such as [������] or [������], or an NP, ocassionally Adj + N, as in 

the phrase [�������� �����], 'visitor's book', or N + N (gen), as in [���� 

�����] kurs aktsij, 'stock quotes'. or [������� ����] filialy GUMa, 'GUM 

branches.' We are reminded again of the idea of the online store as 'lists of words' to 

substitute for the rows of products in a physical department store; indeed, the content in 

the left and right columns is essentially the online equivalent of the aisle signage that 

allows customers to navigate a physical store. 

 

3.4.3 Lexicon and semantics 

A large number of individual lexemes on the Gum.ru page name products or categories of 

products, such as [������] ode�da 'clothes',  [��� ����] dlja doma 'for the 

home', and [����] �asy 'watches'. Outside of names of imported products that serve as 

navigation links,  we see no neologism or English interference. To be sure, there are 

examples of phrases such as [�� �����] na sajte 'on the site', which show borrowings 

from English. However, in this example the word uses native Russian morphology (the 

prepositional desinence -e). 

Given the navigational nature of the Internet, in which pages are designed less 

around large chunks of content than pointers to categories of content, it is not surprising 

that so many lexemes represent categories rather than individual items or descriptions of 
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individual items. A landing page for a site serves almost as a table of contents or index to 

the site rather than a large body of text; by minimizing larger pieces of discourse, the 

landing page can provide dozens of options for further surfing with little expectation that 

the user will linger very long on the landing page itself. The Gum.ru page itself is not 

very deep, with the majority of the content appearing above the browser fold, which, by 

eliminating the need for scrolling, again serves to minimize the amount of time the user 

spends on the landing page before moving to a content category represented by the 

lexical items in the navigational columns. 

3.4.4 Graphemics 

Of interest in the category of graphemics is the variation between standard Cyrillic script 

and Latin characters. Latin characters represent either terms specific to the Internet or 

URL abbreviations, such as the following: 

[Web-������ No. 1] 

Web-kamera No. 1 

'Web camera No. 1' 

The word 'Web', written in Latin characters, is linked to a the Cyrillic ������ 

by means of a hyphen. The following 'No. 1' is a use of Latin characters of long standing 

in Cyrllic script, and confined to use as an abbreviation for the word �����, nomer 

'number'. 

Occasionally Latin characters are also used to represent names of non-Russian 

companies, such as Braun, Nivea, and Speedo, or in product names, such as [Control 

Ultra], the name of an electric toothbrush featured in the left column of the page. A 
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further use of Latin characters is seen in the [eng] graphic in the top right navigation bar, 

which links to the English-language version of the site (which, to be sure, is not a one-to-

one translation of the Russian page, but rather a slightly different representation of the 

content offerings and features of the site). 

In this instance of the site, a browser compatability error appears at the bottom of 

the page: [Surf&Call does not support your browser or operating sytem]. Below the 

browser compatibility message there are links to contact the site help, in Cyrillic: 

[���������] 

pozvonit' 

'call' 

We note also that the copyright protection language in the page footer appears in 

English, suggesting the use of English as an international language of law: 

Copyright ©2000, 2001 JSC GUM Trading House All rights reserved 

 

As with the Gazeta site, e-mail addresses appear as Latin characters: 

�� �������� ���������� ������� ����������� 

guminternet.ru 

Po voprosam razmeš�enija reklamy obraš�ajtes' guminternet@gum.ru 

'For questions regarding advertising rates, contact guminternet@gum.ru.' 

 

This use of Latin characters for e-mail addresses and URLs requires a speaker of a 

language not using Latin script to have some ability in reading and typing Latin 
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characters. The greatest instantiation of this use of Latin and English as the backbone of 

the Internet is the one visible to the user only by selecting 'View Source' from the 

browser menu; there will be seen the html code that generates the page, a code written in 

Latin characters and based on English-language terms. 
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4  COMMUNITY SITES 

4.0  Overview 

Community sites, of the categories discussed here, may best represent the original 

intention of HTML and the World Wide Web, as envisioned by Tim Berners-Lee: that of 

a community of shared interests, actively exchanging information in an ever-changing 

discussion space, with links to further content that form a kind of ‘hyperfootnote’ that not 

only references the information but supplies it as well. Community sites, indeed, are as 

old as the Web itself, and predate both commerce as well as news sites (which might be 

regarded almost as a subcategory of commerce, in that news sites are meant to encourage 

the purchase of the print product).  

Community sites often sprang up as the shared resource of people in the same 

network; particularly those sharing the same ISP. An example of this would be The Well, 

and abbreviation for Whole Earth ‘Lectronic Link, a Bay Area ISP which not only 

provided Internet access for its subscribers, but offered a virtual community in the form 

of message boards and e-mail, which spun off to social events beyond the confines of 

cyberspace. Subscribers to the ISP were assumed to share certain interests and cultural 
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values that could be expressed in an online community. Katie Hafner, in her analysis of 

The Well (2001: 160), writes: 

 

The differences between physical and virtual communities are obvious. While 

there is a lovely haphazard quality to the way the people in small towns come to 

live there, virtual communities are by definition intentional - you almost always 

join for a reason and you stick around because you want to be there. In a virtual 

community people know only what you tell them. And because virtual 

communities are based primarily on the words people use, your impressions of 

others are made not on the basis of physical appearance but on the basis of how 

people present themselves verbally and intellectually. 

And that is what, in the age of the Web, ‘community’ has come to mean. 

 

Indeed, many community sites continue to be supported by the larger ISP, be it 

AOL, GeoCities, or Yahoo!, though, to be sure, many are simply the labors of love of 

individuals who wish to create a space to share their interests with others, be it fan sites, 

hobby pages, or pure biographies, of the “My Home Page” variety.  
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4.1  Camp4.com 

4.1.0 Overview 

[Figure A7(a-e)] 

Camp4.com is a community site aimed at mountaineering, rock-climbing, and bouldering 

enthusiasts, and takes its name from the famous Camp 4 in Yosemite Valley, the 

launching point for rock climbers and mountaineers attempting to scale the valley walls. 

The site is described as follows ("About Camp4"): 

 

So exactly what is Camp4? Simply, Camp4 was designed to become the ultimate 

virtual climbing community. We wanted Camp4 to become a place where 

climbers from all over the world could come spend time and enjoy sharing their 

experiences and meet other climbers with similar interests. The idea was to re-

create the atmosphere that one might feel by spending time in the legendary 

Camp4 of Yosemite Valley. Camp4 started with the dream and hard work of two 

people, but since it's (sic) inception dozens of people regularly contribute to the 

continued success. 

 

Camp4.com was first launched on February 1, 2001, and since then has quickly 

expanded both the site’s functionality as well as content offering. However, the core of 

the site remains the the exchange of information regarding the sport, in the form of 

articles and discussion boards. Commercial mountaineering sites with an emphasis on the 

purchase of gear, books, and other merchandise are, in fact, fairly numerous; Camp4.com 
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offers a site for mountaineering enthusiasts whose content rarely has a transactional 

intent, and is mostly created by the site’s users,within the organizational template 

populated by the site’s CMS. 

4.1.1 Content structure 

The site follows the tabular model we have observed in the news and research sites; a 

large center column flanked by narrower columns on the left and right hand side of the 

page. The left column contains mostly navigation only, while the right column offers site 

functionality such as login fields and surveys. Sections are gathered together in boxes 

with shaded headers. 

As a community site, the main column features not only content provided by the 

site, but contributions from visitors to the site as well. Visitors can ‘post’ news about 

mountaineering and rock climbing, sharing tips, providing information, and making 

requests. A boldface headline begins the content box, below which comes the posting 

information, for example, [Posted on Monday, October 8 @ 14:43:38 EDT], with most 

recent posts coming first (as opposed to the case in News and Research sites discussed in 

sections 2.1 - 2.3, where the topmost content field was reserved for the lead story of the 

day, rather than the most recent article). Indeed, unlike the other categories, hierarchical 

prominence on this homepage is not based on any editorial or marketing desire to feature 

certain kinds of information; to be sure, that the main text area is reserved for user 

postings clearly indicates that this is the most valuable content offering of the site, 

without making any editorial judgments regarding specific user postings. 
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The posting is introduced with the username of the contributor, followed by the 

word ‘writes’: [parsa writes], [Anonymous writes], and so on. There then follows some 

short text provided by the user, with a link below the text field to read the rest of the 

posting. As a likely gesture to those with slow download connections, the site provides 

the file size of the remaining content, as in [12675 bytes more]. One may also comment 

on the posting by clicking on [comments?].  

The left column begins with a box containing the basic site navigation, called 

[Main Menu]. Here one finds the links to the major sections of the site, such as [Topics], 

[Gallery], and [Forums], as well as account management links and FAQ’s. An exernal 

link is provided to the USENET discussion board rec.climbing. The next box, called 

[Overheard] has a short quote about the sport, in this case defining the term ‘Webbing.’ 

‘rope that has been stepped on so many times it is flat’.  The left navigation continues 

with links to [Articles & Trip Reports] on different categories of the sport, a section 

called [Gear], as well as other features such as [Cool Site Award]. [Live Events], [Video 

Trailers], a link to syndicate the Camp4.com content under [Put Climbing News on Your 

Site!], and finally, [Who’s Online]. 

That a typical community site feature such as [Who’s Online] appears at the very 

bottom of the page would suggest that this site is meant more as a message board than an 

online chat environment, two of the major functions of a community site. Users here read 

and contribute content, and then leave, rather than interacting with other users of the site 

in ‘real time’. 
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The right column contains a box called [Login] which allows links to account 

setup. A [Survey] box provides checkboxes for various site improvement, and tells the 

user how many votes have been tallied so far. [Today’s Big Story] contains the filler text 

[There isn’t a Biggest Story for Today, yet.], followed by a box labelled [Past Articles], 

sorted by date. 

The user postings in the center column and the listing of past articles in the right 

column create a deep page of about 3 8 1/2 x 11 pages in length, covering nearly three 

months of contributions (August to October 2001). At the footer of the page there is a 

warning about the dangers of the sport as a legal liability disclaimer, followed by the 

copyright information. This is the only text that is not set in a box, as it is part of the 

global site template.  

4.1.2 Syntax 

Most of the static headings are one- or two-word descriptors of the sections, such as 

[Main Menu] and [Survey]. Phrase-level text appears in the dynamic content in the user 

postings. The headings in these sections are generally NPs: 

[Alam Kouh North Face (Newe Route In Winter Feb. 2001] 

[Late Summer Bouldering Action in RMNP] 

[Spectacular New Route on Marmolada in the Italian Dolomites] 

A PP is attested in the header [On Reflection Of This Weeks Events], with some 

short news-style headlines offering complete sentences in the form of an NP and VP: 

[Sharma Fails Drug Test]. 
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The site ‘speaks’ to the user directly in the form of requests such as [Login],  

[Read the Complete Story ...], and [Put Climbing News On Your Site!], as well as in the 

survey question, [What would you like to see more of at Camp4.com?]. The user, in turn, 

‘speaks’ to the site only in the form of the command [Search]. Personalization language 

is attested in phrases such as [My Account], and [Contact Us] in the left navigation, 

though the site does not tailor content depending on the user, as in a truly personalized 

page.  

The dynamic user postings themselves contain mostly complete sentences with a 

wide range of clause types, in comparison to the limited syntactic range of the static and 

navigational content. One posting suffices as an example of this range: 

 

[ice_man writes “Chris Sharma has just been stripped of his recent World 

Cup title because of traces of marijuana were found in a urine sample. He can 

appeal the case to the International Council for Competition Climbing (ICC), 

however, he has been removed from the rankings and will have to hand over the 

trophy and prize money to Spaniard Daniel Andrada who placed second. Read 

more about this story at the Rock and Ice Web site.”] 

 

This rambling, run-on style suggests that the content here is not edited prior to 

going live on the site; i.e., that the site makes use of Web features such as automatic 

posting, requiring as little daily maintenance as possible on the part of the Webmaster. 

Additionally, the automatic content features of the site can generate sentences such as 
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[You are Anonymous user] with a missing article ‘an’, since the site cannot check the 

grammaticality of phrases it generates. 

The ability of the Web to automatically publish content into a public space sets it 

off dramatically from other forms of media such as print and television, in which content 

can pass through many hands before reaching the end consumer, as the word ‘medium’ 

suggests. In the online environment, and particularly in community sites, there is indeed 

often no one ‘in the middle’ between the content provider and the content consumer; only 

the Internet technology itself, which serves as the delivery mechanism. 

4.1.3 Lexicon and semantics 

The site contains examples of mountaineering language and words used to describe 

natural features prominent in the sport, such as ‘face’  in the sense of the face of a 

mountain, ‘wall’, ‘spire’, ‘virgin peaks’,  and ‘pitches’. Indeed, one term, ‘Webbing’, is 

even defined on the page under [Overheard], suggesting a dynamic lexicon requiring 

even afficionados of the sport assistance in staying current. Some phrases seem 

impermeable to non-climbers, such as the article headlines [Black Canyon’s Hardest 

Offwidth Climbed], [Thomas Huber and Team To Attempt the Ogre], and this sentence 

in a posting: “... he watched Tommy Caldwell redpoint every pitch”, an example of a 

shared language which serves to define members of a certain group at the same time it 

excludes others who do not grasp the meaning of the terms used by the group. 

However, it should come as no surprise that certain cultural groups define 

semantic areas with greater specificity than others who do not, for instance, spend much 
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of their time on rockfaces and boulders. In this context it might be well to recall the 

“Eskimo Snow Hoax”, aptly summarized by Steven Pinker (1994:64): 

Speaking of anthropological canards, no discussion of language and thought 

would be complete without the Great Eskimo Vocabulary Hoax. Contrary to 

popular belief, the Eskimos do not have more words for snow than do speakers of 

English. They do not have four hundred words for snow, as it has been claimed in 

print, or two hundred, or one hundred, or forty-eight, or even nine. One dictionary 

puts the figure at two. Counting generously, experts can come up with about a 

dozen, but by such standards English would not be far behind, with snow, sleet, 

slush, blizzard, avalanche, hail, hardpack, powder, flurry, dusting, and a coinage 

of Boston’s WBZ-TV meteorologist Bruce Shwoegler, snizzling. 

 

In addition to specialized vocabulary, the postings show lexemes typical of casual 

writing, as well as speech, though examples of this style are few: 

[I’m so psyched I think I’m gonna go climbing right after work!] 

Only one posting [On Reflection Of This Weeks Events] is formatted as a letter with 

closing and signature, rather than as a news article: 

[Peace be with you all. Our climbing news will resume next week. 

Sean and Tracy] 

This posting, written hours after the September 11 attacks took place, allows the staff of 

the site to share information with members, as well as share their emotions in the wake of 

a tragic event, within the community of interests the site represents. 
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4.1.4 Graphemics 

Given the unedited nature of the content postings in the center column, we expect to find 

greater variation in this site than in the more controlled language of the news and e-

commerce sites. Within the static content we see typical examples of Internet 

abbreviation, such as the replacement of ‘and’ in navigation links with a symbol, usually 

an ampersand, but in this case a forward slash (/): 

[Aid/Big Wall] 

[Poetry/Songs] 

[Tips/Technique] 

Commas and other puncuation are often absent when standard written usage would 

require them: 

[“The Season” Trailer a film by Cooper Roberts] 

[On Reflection of This Weeks Events] 

[Anonymous writes “Ever since ... ] 

The site is almost entirely text-based, without iconic metaphors such as the 

shopping cart in e-commerce sites. This suggests the site is meant to be easily accessible 

for those with slow connections, perhaps reflecting a community that is less likely to be 

accessing the site from a broadband connection in an office or other institution, for 

example, than someone making purchases at an e-commerce site. 
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4.2  Linkshaenderseite.de 

4.2.0 Overview 

[Figure A8(a-e)] 

The www.linkshaendersite.de Web site is the creation of a German doctor, presumably 

left-handed, named Inken B. Spreda. The site was last updated prior to this survey on 

October 7, 2001. It offers stories, reader contributions, and news items relating to the 

topic of left-handedness. As indicated by the graphical elements on the homepage, the 

site has received some Web awards; one from Web.de, and another from www.Web-

adressbuch.de, whose graphic announces the following: 

[Diese Web-Seite gehört zu den 5.000 wichtigsten deutschen Internet-Adressen 

2000] 

'This Web site belongs to the 5,000 most important German internet adresses of 

2000' 

Additionally, the site participates in a Webring, a common way for of raising the 

visibility of a Web site by connecting to sites with similar content or shared interests. 

4.2.1 Content structure 

The overall design of the home page is straightforward, consisting of a narrow column 

for the left navigation and a wide main text area broken by full-measure rules. Indeed, the 

lower half of the page below the fold is taken up only by various Web award graphics 

and a Webring link. Webrings are a means by which shared communities of interest can 

link to each other's sites, creating a chain of related content without explicit linking. In 
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this case, the online community is not that of left-handed people, but another: Mütter mit 

Modem, 'mothers with modems'. Below this are icons to go to the home page (redundant 

here as this is the index page for the site), and a graphical symbol pointing to the right, 

labelled [Neues], 'News'. This suggests a linear navigation metaphor, in which one moves 

page-by-page from left to right, as one does when reading most European scripts.  

A site search runs full-measure below the introduction and before the Webring 

links. The main content area above the fold, which introduces the site, contains the 

following content: 

Die ganze "linke" Seite für Linkshänder, Eltern, Lehrer sowie Erzieher 

von linkshändigen Kindern und natürlich auch alle, die sich sonst mit dem Thema 

Linkshändigkeit beschäftigen.  

 

Hier finden Sie eine Menge Informationen, Tipps, Tricks, Hilfen und 

Adressen zu diesem interessanten Phänomen der Seitigkeit des Menschen. 

Viel Spaß beim Stöbern in meinen Seiten wünscht 

Inken B. Spreda, Ärztin und sog. "Linksanwältin" (-: 

PS: Das seltsame Zeichen hinter meinem Spitznamen ist übrigens der 

"offizielle" Linkshänder-Smiley. 

 

'The entire 'links' page for left-handed people, parents, teachers, as well as people 

who are bringing up left-handed children, and of course all those who are 

otherwise engaged with the topic of left-handedness. Here you will find lots of 
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information, tips, tricks, help, and addresses concerning this interesting 

phenomenon of human handedness. Much fun while stopping by in my pages 

wishes 

Inken B. Spreda, doctor and so-called 'left-lawyer.'  (-: 

PS:  By the way, the unusual symbol behind my nickname is the 'official' 

left-handed smiley.)' 

 

At the very bottom of the page is a copyright notice, the actual text of which is 

entirely in English. 

The left navigation column begins with a link to the European Lefthanders' Page, 

with a graphic labelled [ENGLISH please!]. This is followed by folder icons with text 

descriptions of areas of the site, such as [Home: Überblick] 'Home: Overview', 

[Neuigkeiten] 'News', [Allgemeines] 'General', and [Spezielles] 'Special'. At the end of 

this rather lengthy list (21 items), comes a series of functional links, such as offline 

reading [Offlinelesen] and e-mail newsletter subscriptions. Interestingly, the graphic 

items separate the descriptive text: 

[Diese Seiten können zum Offlinelesen (Hier klicken zum Herunterladen) 

heruntergeladen werden!] 

'These pages can be (click here to download) downloaded for offline reading.' 

[Hier klicken zum Abonnieren des kostenlosen (UPDATE!) Email-Newsletters] 

'Click here for a subscription to the free (UPDATE!) e-mail newsletter.' 
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More graphic items, such as an anti-Netscape appeal [Nonkonformität jetzt] 

'Nonconformity now' follow, ending with a text box without any instructional copy to 

indicate its use. 

Lower-level pages in the site continue this organization, picking up the left 

navigationa area exactly, while supplying different types of text in the main content area, 

such as news items and reader submissions. Note that, unlike the Camp4 site discussed in 

section 4.1, which was 'unmoderated' and had postings that surfaced directly from reader 

submissions, this site has the following statement from the author: 

Bedingt durch persönliche Gründe blieb mir in der Zwischenzeit einfach absolut 

keinerlei zeitlicher Spielraum mehr, um an meiner Homepage weiter zu arbeiten. Wie es 

aussieht, wird meine freie Zeit auch weiterhin recht eingeschränkt bleiben, aber ich werde 

mein Möglichstes tun, um am Ball zu bleiben. 

'Due to personal reasons, absolutely no free time remains to me recently to 

continue working on my homepage. As it looks now, my free time will continue to 

remain quite limited, but I will do what I can to stay on the ball.' 

The reader submissions page contains a similar disclaimer that the content can no 

longer be updated due to the time limitations of the author, implying the site does not 

have the content management and automatic uploading functionality of the Camp4 

community pages. 
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4.2.2 Syntax 

On the landing page of site (the index address, www.linkshaenderseite.de), we see, for 

the most part, full NP VP sentences such as the following: 

Hier finden Sie eine Menge Informationen, Tipps, Hilfen und Adressen zu diesem 

interessanten Phänomen der Seitigkeit des Menschen. 

'Here you will find lots of information, tips, help, and adresses concerning this 

interesting phenomenon of human handedness.' 

The opening sentence of the main content area, however, begins with an NP 

phrase without a verb, followed by a dependent verb-final clause: 

Die ganze "linke" Seite für Linkshänder, Lehrer sowie Erzieher von linkshändigen 

Kindern und natürlich auch alle, die sich sonst mit dem Thema Linkshändigkeit 

beschäftigen. 

'The entire 'left' page for left-handed people, parents, teachers, as well as people 

who are bringing up left-handed children, and of course all those who are 

otherwise engaged with the topic of left-handedness.' 

 

Navigational text is nearly all single lexemes, with the exception of [Kinder & 

Lehrer] 'children & teachers' and [Tipps und Tricks] 'tips and tricks.' The most frequent 

occurences of full NPs and VPs are to be found on the lower-level pages, such as the 

[Was gibt's Neues?] 'What's new?' page. That the author is an educated writer of German 

is clear from the syntactic complexity and lexical usage shown in these news and 

information items [Figure A8 (b-e)]. 
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4.2.3 Lexicon and semantics 

The site has a high degree of English, not as is often the case, in terms of individual 

lexemes embedded in German syntax, but by complete phrases in English. The most 

prominent example of this on the site is perhaps the title banner itself: 

Die deutsche Linkshänderseite 

"God created a few perfect people, the rest are right-handed." 

To the immediate left of this banner, in the navigation bar, is the following: 

[Visit the European Lefthanders' Page: ENGLISH please!] 

Further examples of complete English phrases include the graphic reading [Best 

viewed with Open Eyes], as well as the entire copyright line in the page footer. As is 

often the case, the search field is labelled by [Search] rather than the German Suche. The 

assumption seems to be that visitors to the site are familiar with more than just the 

occasional English term, but are sufficiently skilled in English that text as prominent as 

the subtitle should be transparent in meaning.  

Individual English terms, borrowings, and loan-translations also appear, however, 

as in [Links] and [Awards] in the left nav. In the case of [Links] in the left navigation, the 

humor indicated by the emoticon following points to the fact that links is the German 

word for 'left'.  
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4.2.4 Graphemics 

One graphic deviation from standard German orthography which is immediatley 

noticeable is the use of English-style quotations, rather than German, in which the first 

quote appears at the bottom of the text: 

"linke" 

"Linksanwältin" 

"offizielle" 

The site offers the familiar Internet emoticon (also called a 'smiley'), normally 

rendered :-) from left to right, but here rendered from right to left:  (-:, as a play on left-

handedness (der "offiziele" Linkshänder-Smiley). The emoticon also appears after the 

[Links] navigational element, for reasons that are not clear. 

Use of umlaut symbols (ü, ä, ;ö) is consistent except in the URL listed at the top, 

[www.linkshaendersite.de], and again at the bottom: 

[Adresse (URL) dieser Seite: http://www.linkshaenderseite.de], 

and the e-mail address [info@linkshaenderseite.de]. Note, however, that in the 

banner title as well as in the text, the page is called 'Die deutsche Linkshänderseite' with 

the umlaut. Again, this is due to the difficulty in typing umlaut characters into URL and 

e-mail address fields. 
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4.3  Dog.ru 

4.3.0 Overview 

[Figure A9(a-c)] 

The increased freedom of expression following the end of the Soviet Union, coupled with 

the advent of the Internet as a way to quickly publish information electronically, has 

made possible the emergence of Web sites by individuals and small communities of 

shared interest groups freely associating online to share information and make personal 

connections. Given the long period of censorship of self-expression in the former Soviet 

Union, even such relatively trivial examples of individual interests such as dog-owners' 

clubs might be seen as a worthy descendant of the samizdat 'self-publishing' movement of 

earlier decades. To be sure, communities whose interests lacked overtly political content 

did not necessarily face the censorship otherwise common in the press and in literature. 

Nonetheless, recreational activities and popular clubs were still, for the most part, under 

the care and organization of the state, and as such were not entirely free of government 

influence and control. The Internet, which provides an easy way to broadcast information 

to a large group, as well as provide a channel for sharing of more information, could not 

have come at a better time to take advantage of the newly-found freedoms in the post-

Soviet Russian Federation. 

The Dog.ru Web site provides information for dog owners and breeders. It is a 

true community site in that it both offers information but also invites information 

exchange through chat and bulletin boards. As the subtitle of the site, 

����������� ���� ����������� Virtual'nyj klub sobakovodov 'virtual 
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club for dog breeders, indicates, it is indeed an online equivalent of a physical gathering 

of dog owners and fans. 

 

4.3.1 Content structure 

Much like the Gum.ru site, which offered a left navigation column, then a feature column 

on the right, with a main text and article area in the center, the Dog.ru site reserves the 

larger central area of the page for links to articles and information about dogs, flanked by 

navigation and 'features' in the form of highlights of specific dogs. The title, 'breeder.ru', 

refers to an earlier version of the site. Information regarding the new address and title are 

explained towards the bottom of the left-hand feature area under ��� ����� 

����� Naš novyj adres 'our new address' www.dog.ru. 

The header of the page has an image of a dog with the English word 'DOG' 

written below it. In the center, above the main content area, is the title, breeder.ru, 

followed by the subhead, ����������� ���� �����������. On the 

right is the log-in screen, with the command �����! Vojti! 'enter'. The left navigation 

has site features and information links such as ������� Novosti 'news', 

���������� Biblioteka 'library', ����� ����� �leny kluba 'club members', 

������� �������� ������ Rejting soba�'ikh sajtov 'Ranking of dog 

sites', a link to the chat area, ��� ���, as well as a dynamic list of current chatroom 

visitors (������  � ���� Sej�as v �ate 'Now in chat') as well as site visitors 

(������ � ����� Sej�as v sajte 'Now in the site').  The navigation text is 
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followed by three images of dogs, the first two with names in Latin characters, the last 

one in Cyrillic. 

The right column features the winning entries in a humorous photo competition, 

with images and captions, such as ������ ����� Pervoe mesto 'First place'.  An 

example of the humor is provided by the captions, such as that for the second-place 

winner:  

���� ������ -- ������, � ��� -- ����� !!!  

Odna golova -- khorošo, a dve -- lu�še !!! 

'One head is good, but two is better !!!' 

The caption is followed by the username of the contributor in parenthesis, 

followed by a number in parenthesis whose significance is unclear. The column continues 

with a short feature on ridgebacks (P������), information from the webmaster on the 

new Dog.ru URL (formerly dog.breeder.ru), and a lost-and-found section (������� 

������ Najdena sobaka 'dog found' / ������� �����a Propala sobaka 'Dog 

being searched for'). This lost-and-found section extends the depth of the page 

significantly past the end of both the navigational column and the main feature area, both 

of which continue only a few inches below the browser fold. 

The main feature area in the center of the page consists of header links to content 

supplied by members, as indicated by their usernames following the word [автор] avtor 

'author' after each submission. Some examples are: 

[��� �� ������ � ������ �� ���������� 

(���������: 16)] 
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Kak my ezdili v Moskvu za sokrovi�šem (posmotrov: 16) 

'How we went to Moscow for the treasure (viewers: 16)' 

The 'viewed' figure typically indicates the number of people who have clicked 

through the link, and is information that is dynamically generated by the site code.  

The main feature area ends with an appeal from the webmaster for content 

submissions: 

���� � ��� ���� ��� ���������� � ���������-

������������ - ���������� ����� � ����� 

�����������! � ������, ��� ����� �������� ����� 

������ ����� ������� ��� ���� ���. 

Esli u vas est' �em podelit'sja s kollegami - cobakovodami - biblioteka Kluba v 

vašem paspoja�enii! Ja uveren, �to takoj obojudnyj obmen opytom budet polezen dlja 

vsekh nas. 

'If you have something to share with colleagues - dog breeders - the Club library 

is at your disposal! I am certain that such mutual exchange will be helpful for all of us.' 

4.3.2 Syntax 

As in other sites, the syntax of a phrase depends greatly on its functional use in the page: 

as navigational text, a header link, or featured content. Navigational text generally 

consists of single words (��� ��� 'Chat') or short NPs, either Adj + N, as in 

[����������� �����������������] Virtual'nye predstaviltel'stva 

'Virtual representatives', or N + NP (genitive): 

[������� �������� ������] 
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Rejting soba�'ikh sajtov 

'Ranking of dog sites' 

Full NP + VP sentences are found primarily in the main content area, as cited in 

the Content Structure examples given in the preceding section, though, to be sure, many 

of these content headings are also short phrases such as the following: 

 

[������� ����� ������] 

Nemnogo fotok Urmana 

'Some photos of Urman' 

[������������ ��������] 

Natsional'naja gordost' 

'National pride' 

 

Imperatives are also attested, either in the form of one word site and navigational 

commands [�����!] Vojti! 'Enter!', or in requests to members: 

[���������� ���� ���������� �� ��������� 

��������] 

Prisylajte svoi fotografii na sledujuš�ie konkursy 

'Submit your photographs for upcoming competitions' 

4.3.3 Lexicon and semantics 

Loanwords appearing in transliteration will be handled in the Graphemics section below. 

However, it should be noted here that the choice of English-language usernames by the 
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members of this community site interjects Latin script and English lexemes throughout 

the site. Usernames such as [Frogdogger], [mommy], [LionBlack], and [Tango] suggest a 

high level of familiarity with the English language among several of the site users.  

As can be expected in a site originally meant for dog breeders but now opening up 

to a larger community of dog enthusiasts, the lexical sets deal with clubs, competitions, 

and other aspects of dog ownership. A lexical set of Internet terms characteristic of 

community sites can also be found. Examples of this set include the following: 

[���] �at 'chat' 

[�����] Poisk 'search' 

[������] 'Pomoš�' 'help' 

[���] imja 'name' 

[������] parol' 'password' 

As seen from these examples, Internet language involving help, search, and user 

terminology appears in this site in the native language, rather than in English. The only 

navigational text appearing in English is the rather internationalized phrase [OK] 

appearing below the username entry field. Given that [O] and [K] are shared characters in 

Cyrillic and Latin scripts, it is not certain whether a Russian speaker would perceive this 

text as being rendered in Latin. The word [����] sajt 'site' is the only borrowing which 

clearly reflects its origins as an English-language Internet term to an English speaker who 

can read Cyrillic. 
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4.3.4 Graphemics 

We note variation in the use of Cyrillic versus Latin characters when describing breeds of 

dogs. For example, the upper-left image on the landing page shows an image of a dog 

with the English [DOG] below; that this is the name of the site and may well serve as a 

graphical indication of the meaning of the English word 'dog' to Russian speakers may 

explain this usage, as well as its prominent position. The navigation column ends with 

another image of a dog, with the word [TAKSOVKA] in Latin script, followed by a 

second image with the caption [Ridgeback], and a third image with the Russian caption 

[������ �������] Korol' savanny ' 'king of the savanna'. The name of the breed 

'ridgeback' is, in fact, provided in Cyrillic in the body text, rendered as ������� 

rid�bek, as well as instances of other breeds, such as [���������] rotvejler 

'Rottweiler' listed under the lost-and-found section. 

Latin script is consistently found to represent URLs and mailing addresses, as 

shown in the title banner [breeder.ru], as well as by the following heading: 

��� ����� ����� www.dog.ru 

Naš novyj adres www.dog.ru 

'Our new address www.dog.ru' 

Another example of Latin text determined by the use of an ASCII-based Internet 

standard is the appearance of usernames, such as [Icefloe], [mommy], and [GG], though 

the attestation [����] Ljuba and [����] 'Lara' as Cyrillic usernames shows the 

content management system can support Cyrillic text. This leads to an interesting 

question as to why other users have chosen either English-language usernames, or Latin 
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characters when Cyrillic characters could serve as well. It could be that Latin script is 

more iconic of Internet discourse and is favored as a script choice when creating online 

usernames. 

Banner advertising too appears in Cyrillic, such as the [Rambler's Top 100] image 

at the bottom of the navigation column, with the single Cyrillic script Russian term 

[��������] uchastnik 'frequenter, rambler'. 
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5  CONCLUSION 

5.0 Overview 

In this study, we have seen examples of online discourse in the form of German-, 

Russian-, and English-language Web sites, grouped around the categories of news and 

research, e-commerce, and community. To what extent are linguistic phenomena 

observed in these sites a consequence of the language used in the site, and to what extent 

are they a function of their content category, linked to register? For example, would the 

linguistic data in a news and research site, expressing a putatively higher register, 

contrast with data from a community site, a putatively lower register?  

News and research sites, as well as e-commerce sites, are productions of 

professional writers and editors, as well as Web designers, while community sites are 

often 'home-grown' pages produced by one individual or small groups of people who very 

likely have little experience with an in-house publishing process involving copy editors, 

proofreaders, and the like. Would this mean that the language expressed in a community 

site is closer to the 'natural conversation' of speakers of that language, and, if so, what 

conclusions about the everyday language used by native speakers of the language can be 

drawn from these data? Ochs (1979) provides a list of some features characteristic of 
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'natural language' or everyday speech, among them simple active sentences, frequent 

repetition, the joining together of coordinate clauses (parataxis) rather than the use of 

subordinate clauses (hypotaxis), the use of deictic pronouns such as these rather than 

definite articles, and the deletion of referents such as clause subjects.  

Of interest in examining these characteristics of 'everyday language' is that they 

are generally meant to refer to spoken discourse, captured by means of audio recordings 

that may be analyzed by a linguist. This is distinguished from written language, generally 

observed in the form of print media, but also observable in handwritten letters, e-mail 

messages, and other forms of casual written discourse. The Web is, in a sense, something 

between the more complex requirements of newspaper or book production and the 

simplicity of writing a letter or typing an e-mail. While surely a written form of 

discourse, the ease with which content can be posted and shared approaches the 

simplicity of more casual forms of language. Hafner (2001: 47) describes the 

occasionally spontaneous nature of online discourse thus: 

 

The creators of the Well built something that might have been dismissed as 

inconsequential when compared with the real world, but in point of fact it was a 

transforming experience for some: those who were willing to let the medium 

move them to write what they felt like writing, whenever the spirit grabbed them, 

were the ones who got the most from the Well. 
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Assuming written language on the Web may exhibit characteristics typical of 

spoken, 'everyday' discourse, what are the characteristics one might expect to find of 

language geared to a higher register, such as that of formal journalism? Would the 

putatively more casual nature of online discourse percolate 'upwards' such that linguistic 

forms more typical of everyday discourse appear, say, in the online version of a 

newspaper or magazine? In most cases the content offerings of an online newspaper, 

assuming there is a print counterpart, come directly from the print version of the 

newspaper, and are thus subject to the same scrutinity in editing and proofing as printed 

language. However, it is possible that in 'online-only' features such as chatrooms, for 

example, there may well be observable data showing register variation within the context 

of a single site. 

Additionally, the experience of the Web, with its links to content spread across 

millions of  pages, encourages quick scanning and frequent 'clicking through' to links 

which may go to a content offering specific to that site, or also to content on another site 

entirely. Users have, in a virtual sense, an entire library of content that is available to 

them not by looking for another book, magazine, or newspaper on a shelf, but by simply 

clicking through any link that seems of interest. Nielsen (2000: 104) writes that 

"skimming instead of reading is a fact of the Web, and it's been confirmed by countless 

usability studies. Those who write for the Web must acknowledge this fact and write for 

scanability." 

We thus see how the linguistic phenomena observable online may potentially be 

affected by a number of factors, such as the language used, the linguistic register, and the 
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nature of online discourse itself. Any analysis of online language, however, must rest 

upon observable data. In the section to follow we will examine the characteristics of each 

of the nine Web sites in the context of their content category. This analysis will take the 

form of charts geared to each of the four analysis fields: content structure, syntax, lexicon 

and semantics, and graphemics. The charts will look at a brief, targeted number of 

potential binary features, roughly four to six for each field, to focus on areas of potential 

linguistic variation or relevance to the category of online discourse. In this way the study 

seeks to capture and examine variation in language use which may lead to useful 

conclusions regarding the nature of online discourse. 
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5.1 Charts of findings by analysis field 

The following charts attempt to capture observable data in the nine Web sites in a 

systematic way. Each chart represents one of the four analysis fields. The charts are 

organized in columns by the content category to which the site belongs (news and 

research, e-commerce, or community) and in rows by binary features observable within 

each of the analysis fields. Plus [+] and minus [-] symbols are used to indicate whether 

the site possesses or does not possess the given binary feature. The Web sites will be 

referenced by numbers, as follows: 

1 nytimes.com 

2 sueddeutsche.de 

3 gazeta.ru 

4 amazon.com 

5 amazon.de 

6 gum.ru 

7 camp4.com 

8 linkshaenderseite.de 

9 dog.ru 

 

Summaries of findings from these charts will follow in sections 5.2 through 5.4. 
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5.1.1 Content structure 

Content structure refers to the overall site organization, or 'information architecture' of 

the page. It includes not only the physical division of the page into columns or tables, but 

also addresses the way in which navigation is handled and how links are formatted. It is, 

in a sense, three-dimensional, with equal value given to the one-dimensional organization 

of space on a page as well as the three-dimensional movement of users by clicking on 

links that may go to another point on the page, to a point on a different page in the site, or 

to another site entirely (or indeed, to an e-mail, ftp, or newsgroup link beyond the 

confines of Web). The binary features listed in this section thus attempt to capture 

various forms of content organization and navigation. 

Definitions of binary features 

[three-column layout] page organized in a center content column with flanking 

navigation and features 

[defined 'fold'] clear break between the upper section of the page and 

the lower one, as defined by a browser window when 

maximized 

[search field in header] search function at top of landing page 

[tabbed navigation] nav text in the form of tab graphic 

[content links as full clauses] links to articles or descriptions (as opposed to site 

sections) as complete NPs or VPs 

[Personalization] site recognizes user and/or customizes content offering 

to specific user; username required 
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NEWS  AND 

RESEARCH 

 

E-COMMERCE 

 

COMMUNITY 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

[three-column 

layout] 

+ - + - - + + - + 

[defined 'fold'] + - - + - + - + + 

[search field in 

header] 

+ + - + + + + - - 

[tabbed 

navigation] 

- - - + + - - - - 

[content links as 

full clauses] 

+ + - + + - + + + 

[Personalization] + - - + + - + - + 
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5.1.2 Syntax 

The syntax analysis field looks at phrase- and sentence-level discourse. Here we may 

examine use of parataxis versus hypotaxis, use of complete clauses, and other forms of 

syntactic variation. Definitions of the binary fields used in this analysis appear before the 

chart on the next page. 

 

Definitions of binary features 

[coordinate clauses] use of coordinate clauses introduced by linking words 

such as and 

[subordinate clauses] use of subordinate clauses such as relative clauses 

[past tense] use of past tense in finite verbs in declarative sentences 

[imperative] use of imperative to address user 
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NEWS  AND RESEARCH 

 

E-COMMERCE 

 

COMMUNITY 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

[coordinate 

clauses] 

+ + + + + + + + + 

[subordinate 

clauses] 

+ + + + + + + + + 

[past tense] - - + - + + + + + 

[imperative] + - + + + - + - + 
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5.1.3 Lexicon and semantics 

The analysis field of lexicon and semantics covers word choice and usage as observed in 

the nine sites. Of interest in a cross-linguistic study such as this one is the appearance of 

loanwords, for example, as well as other examples of the influence of one language on 

another.  

 

Definitions of binary features 

[formal] in languages that make a politeless distinction in form of 

address, the use of the polite form to address user 

[interference] direct borrowing from another language without 

translation, e.g. the English word 'plug-in' appearing in 

Russian Cyrillic text 

[loan translation] translation of elements of a foreign word or phrase into 

the target language, e.g. �������� �������� 

domašnaja stranica 'home page' 

[loan creation] creation of new words using a combination of native and 

borrowed elements, e.g. Aboservice ('subscription 

service) 
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NEWS  AND RESEARCH 

 

E-COMMERCE 

 

COMMUNITY 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

[formal] - - + - + + - + + 

[interference] - - - - + + - + + 

[loan 

translation] 

- + + - + + - + - 

[loan creation] - + - - + - - - - 
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5.1.4 Graphemics 

The analysis field of graphemics looks at orthographic variation, use of special 

characters, and, in the case of Russian, variation in the use of Cyrillic versus Latin script. 

In the online environment, one must also consider usage of such non-textual graphemes 

as emoticons, the 'smileys' that indicate the speaker's attitude to the preceding text. 

Graphemics must also, however, recognize the limitations of the online environment; for 

example, the lack of support for non-ASCII characters in browser URL fields and in e-

mail addresses, leading to the necessity of including Latin characters in any site that uses 

a non-Latin script. 

Definitions of binary features 

[ampersand] use of the ampersand [&] as a connector 

[emoticon] Use of emoticons or 'smileys' on the page 

[transliteration] rendering of a phrase from a language using another 

script in the script of the primary language used on the 

site 

[abbreviation] Use of abbreviations, such as NYT for 'New York 

Times' or sog. for sogenannte 'so-called' 

[graphic] A graphical representation for a site function used in lieu 

of or in addition to text, such as an arrow to indicate 'go' 

or perform a site task. 
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NEWS  AND RESEARCH 

 

E-COMMERCE 

 

COMMUNITY 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

[ampersand] + + - + + - - + - 

[emoticon] - - - - - - - + - 

[transliteration] + + + - - + - - + 

[abbreviation] + + + + + + + + - 

[graphic] + + + + + + + + - 
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5.2 The Effects of Register on Online Discourse 

As we examine the possible effects of register on the variation observed in this survey, it 

may be helpful to clarify what is meant by register as a linguistic term. Schiffman (1997) 

defines register as "a set of specialized vocabulary and preferred syntactic structures used 

by specific socio-professional groups for special purposes. A register is a property or 

characteristic of a language, and not of an individual class of speakers." In this case, we 

may take 'groups' to mean the providers of the content for each of our nine sites, and not 

the users of the site, who may well belong to the same 'socio-professional' group, but, 

given the open nature of the Web, may or may not belong to what the site creators 

perceive as their target audience. An exception must be made to this definition in the case 

of community sites, in that the users themselves are responsible for a large part (in the 

case of Camp4.com, for example, the larger part) of the content surfaced on the site. 

For the purpose of this study, we will speak of 'high', 'middle', and 'low' registers, 

using as our criterion the level of deviation from the most prescriptive use of the target 

language. For instance, high register means a register of language which most closely 

approximates the linguistic norms of that language, and additionally demonstrates more 

complex structures, and vocabulary characteristic of educated speakers of the language. 

To be sure, the simplest of utterances may be in strict keeping with the linguistic norms 

of a language; what we are after is a linguistic style that indicates membership in a certain 

socio-professional group generally regarded as educated, elite, or otherwise of higher 

position in the society.  
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Middle register would mostly conform to the high style, but would allow more 

freedom in deviation from that style, whether in lexical choice, use of abbreviations, or 

other indications of a more casual style. Low register would be characterized by breaks 

from prescriptive norms of the language, casual or even coarse vocabulary, orthographic 

variation (phonetic spellings, for example), and a lack of more complex syntactic 

structures such as dependent clauses.  

In this tripartite division of register, can we simply say that the news and research 

sites are high, e-commerce sites are middle, and community sites are low register? 

Indeed, the fact that the news and research site used in this study, Nytimes.com, is an 

online version of the New York Times, which is often regarded as a leading newspaper in 

the English language, may suggest such a straightforward analysis. However, in 

examining the data, it is not be the case that a news and research site, for example, may 

display the most complex syntactic structures, or the least amount of lexical borrowing, 

or the least amount of orthographic variation.  

We find, indeed, a great deal of similarity in the content structures of the three 

categories of sites: two of the three news and research sites (nytimes.com and gazeta.ru) 

as well as two of three commuity sites (camp4.com and dog.ru) are organized in the 

three-column layout, with the main content area in the center column; and two of the 

three e-commerce sites use tabbed navigation and a two-column layout. In the field of 

syntax, all the sites indicate a mix of both coordinating and subordinating clauses, with 

syntactic variation in the [imperative] feature. Only one of the sites. linkshaenderseite.de, 
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made use of that characteristic online graphic, the emoticon, yet all of the sites but one, 

dog.ru, regularly use graphical elements in lieu of text that points to a site function.  

Additionally, given the need for brevity in navigational elements, almost every 

site uses the ampersand [&] in text such as [Leben & Stil] 'life and style' or [Home & 

Garden]. Abbreviations are also attested in navigational text, regardless of category: 

[NYT Mobile], [SZ-Extra], for example.  

The semantic fields vary according to topic: Camp4.com, for example, has many 

examples of specialized language relating to bouldering and rock-climbing, while 

nytimes.com is replete with language relating to combat, given the prominence of the war 

in Afghanistan in the news at the time of data analysis. E-commerce pages exhibit 

numerous lexemes describing consumer products, as well as lengthier discourse in their 

content feature areas. 

It could be argued that, while the creators of each site can be distinguished by 

socio-professional category, journalists, for instance, in a news and research site, and 

sports enthusiasts in a climbing-related community site, they as well as their users can be 

said to belong to a larger group of Web users, who are 'literate' in online discourse and 

thus share many characteristics that would affect linguistic phenomena, such as the use of 

English or words derived from English. Examples include the use of some variation of 

the phrase 'home page' in each of the three languages (�������� �������� 

domašnaja stranica in the case of gazeta.ru, for example), or the use of English words or 

Latin script in the Russian-language sites by both the site creators and site visitors alike. 
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Particularly in less-affluent regions, Internet access and Internet use correspond to 

higher socioeconomic indicators such as income. Indeed, the sueddeutsche.de site makes 

use of the putatively more sophisticated profile of the average Internet user in its 

marketing copy in order to encourage advertisers to sell their wares to such a supposedly 

more desirable group. In the case of the Russian sites, it may well be that the average site 

visitor has an above-average economic or educational profile, which would influence the 

the level of language used by the site. Use of the Internet may well be regarded as a form 

of 'hyperliteracy' in the sense that basic skills in literacy are wedded to an understanding 

of online navigation as well as the unique lexicon of the Web, whose basic terminology 

stems from the English language. 
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5.3 The Effects of Dynamic and Static Content Types on Online 

Discourse 

Of significant import in examining the linguistic phenomena in this corpus is that of the 

basic facts of Web navigation itself. As we have seen, the Web encourages brevity in the 

midst of plenty; in a universe of content, the landing page of a site can practically be 

reduced to a table of contents pointing to various other places online. Users expect to 

navigate and scroll to find the content they want. In e-commerce sites, this brevity is 

directed towards transactional movements; the content is designed to convince the user as 

quickly as possible that there is a worthwhile purchase to be made, and to afford the 

opportunity to complete that transaction just as quickly. We should thus look at the 

content types surfacing on a given Web page as an indication of the kinds of linguistic 

features we would expect to find in that content type.  

The basic content types are of two kinds: dynamic and static. Dynamic content is 

just that; capable of being changed substantially and reguarly, usually by means of a 

content management system. Dynamic content in a news and research site takes the form 

of individual articles. On an e-commerce site, the dynamic content is the description of 

the product or a recommendation that would be frequently changed to match a promotion 

or to be targeted to a specific user as a personalization strategy. On a community site, 

dynamic content is often in the form of user submissions: stories, e-mails, and other 

contributions tied to the topic of the site. The site creator can submit content in the same 
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way as the users through the content management system, making all equal parties in 

dynamic content creation. 

Static content, as it is understood by information architects, is hard-coded into the 

application logic of the page itself; that is, the words themselves are part of the html 

coding of the site, viewable to the user by selecting the "View Source" command in the 

browser. Given the inconvenience of frequently going into the coding of the page, static 

content is used for language that is likely to stay on the site in an unchanged form for a 

longer period of time. Static content can be navigational, in the form of links to other 

sections of the site (though dynamic content in the form of linked headlines can serve a 

navigational function as well). Static content can also be instructional, in the form of 

instructions for performing a site function, such as [Search] or [������� 

�������� ���������] sdelat' domašnej stranicej 'make home page.' 

It would appear from the sites examined in this survey that the content type has 

much relevance to the linguistic forms used. We have seen, for example, that navigational 

content tends to be brief, frequently containing special characters such as ampersands or 

other forms of abbreviation. From a lexical perspective, navigational content attests a 

high degree of borrowing, as in the use of the term [Go] in German-language sites, or 

[Search] instead of [Suche], the native German equivalent. Syntactically, static 

navigation text rarely consists of anything more than a bare NP or even a single lexeme. 

Dynamic content exhibits the broadest range of syntactic forms, as it is the 

content most like that of print media. Indeed, dynamic content is most likely to have been 

professional proofed and copy-edited in a news and research site; though, to be sure, the 
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reverse is true for community sites, where the individual postings of users are likely to be 

more spontaneous in nature than the more closely examined static content created by the 

site creator as the code was developed and compiled. 

In the Russian-language pages, it is in the static content that the highest degree of 

Latin script appears; e-mail and web addresses, legal disclaimers, and other aspects of the 

site that share similar near-universals of Web architecture contain many Latin characters, 

such as the appendage [.ru], or links to English-language versions of the page. In a sense 

these areas of Latin text are discrete points at which the underlying html language of the 

Web surfaces on the page; the need to type e-mail and Web addresses in Latin characters 

so that they will be understandable to the application logic of the server is an unavoidable 

fact of the World Wide Web. 
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5.4 Observations and Further Study 

This dissertation is an attempt to examine online discourse in three languages and 

set out some hypotheses to account for the observed variation, keeping in mind the 

constant flux that characterizes online content. Hafner's (2001: 181) thoughts from her 

analysis of the famous online community, The Well, may apply to all the Web sites that 

have appeared so quickly in this dynamic period, only to disappear again, with hardly a 

trace of their existence left behind: 

 

Even if The Well should disappear, and even if The Well as such can't be re-

created, its mystique will continue to exist in the minds of people searching for a 

reason to venture into cyberspace, giving rise to other online experiments that will 

inspire and remind us of the possibilities of life online. Once The Well is gone, 

we may remember the thing itself only dimly, or not at all. But its impression will 

be lasting, as it leaves us with the many lush promises it once whispered into our 

ear. 

 

We see that, while great organizational similarities are present in all nine sites, significant 

variation exists in the forms of language used in different parts of the site. We find that 

the content type is crucial to understanding why this variation is present. The style of a 

piece of text appears to be subservient to its function on the page; be it navigational, 

instructional, or informational text.  
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There may well also be an empirical basis for the differences in which we read 

online text versus print: reading from computer screens has been estimated as being 

approximately twenty percent slower than reading from a printed page (Nielsen 2000: 

101). Thus, conciseness is of the essence, particularly in navigation. Additionally, the fact 

that, at this point in time, Internet users tend to be found at the higher end of the 

socioeconomic spectrum neutralizes the effects of register to a certain degree.  

However, much work remains to be done in examining online discourse before 

final conclusions can be made. The Web represents a conceptual and technological 

revolution in human communication whose effects can only now begin to be discerned. 

Online content is fleeting, lacking even the impermanence of paper. As Web sites are 

continuously created, altered, moved, and deleted, the opportunities for new data analysis 

are ever-changing.  
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News and research sites 

Nytimes.com 

Figure A1(a) 
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Figure A1(b) 
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Figure A1(c) 
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Sueddeutsche.de 

 

Figure A2(a) 
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Figure A2(b) 
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Gazeta.ru 

 

Figure A3(a) 
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Figure A3(b) 
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Figure A3(c) 
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Figure A3(d) 
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Figure A3(e) 
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E-commerce sites 

Amazon.com 

 

Figure A4(a) 
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Figure A4(b) 
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Amazon.de 

 

Figure A5(a) 
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Figure A5(b) 
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Figure A5(c) 
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Figure A5(d) 
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Gum.ru 

 

Figure A6(a) 
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Figure A6(b) 
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Community sites 

Camp4.com 

 

Figure A7(a) 
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Figure A7(b) 
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Figure A7(c) 
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Figure A7(d) 
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Figure A7(e) 
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Linkshaenderseite.de 

 

Figure A8(a) 
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Figure A8(b) 
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Figure A8(c) 
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Figure A8(d) 
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Figure A8(e) 
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Dog.ru 

 

Figure A9(a) 
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Figure A9(b) 
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Figure A9(c) 
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